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January 11, 2018
2018‐001173LBR
Babylon Burning Screen Printing, Inc.
63 Bluxome Street
WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use‐Office)
65‐X Height and Bulk District
3786/019A
Michael Lynch, Owner
2646 21st Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
Supervisor Jane Kim, District 6
Shelley Caltagirone ‐ (415) 558‐6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575‐6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Babylon Burning Screen Printing, Inc. (“Babylon Burning”) is a traditional plastisol screen printing shop
specializing in bulk production. The business has one large 10‐color automatic press, three 6‐color
manual presses, and a single 1‐color press. It was founded by Steve Patton in 1980; however, he started
out in 1976 as a very small do‐it‐yourself setup in his garage at his house in Bernal Heights. Patton chose
“Babylon Burning” as the business name after the song “Babylon’s Burning” by The Ruts.
In 1980, Steve moved the business to a retail store at 21st and Valencia streets next door to Old Wives
Tails Bookstore. There was a retail T‐shirt shop in the front and print shop in the back. Nearby at 974
Valencia Street was Valencia Tool & Die, a music venue and art gallery founded by Peter Belsito and Jim
Stockford that presented punk, new wave, and new music performances, as well as performance art,
film, and visual art shows from 1980 through 1983. Babylon Burning made many shirts for VT&D, and
printed many popular T‐shirts for groups like Act Up!, Central American Solidarity Committee, Mother
Jones magazine, the Womenʹs Building, The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, etc. Their work steadily
improved, and they developed a reputation for quality and honesty. The business never advertised
except for a Yellow Pages ad under T‐shirts; the rest was word of mouth.
There was a big rent increase in 1987, so the business moved into a unit on the fourth floor of the
Southend Warehouse in SoMa at 2nd and Brannan streets and quit the retail business. After another rent
increase shortly following the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake, Babylon Burning moved to its current
location at 63 Bluxome Street. The business finally acquired its first automatic 6‐color press on a factory
lease, increased production by at least threefold, and grew to 3/4 of a million dollars in sales. In 1999,
Steve Patton sold Babylon Burning to his then employees Mike Lynch and Brian Von Bargen. In 2001,
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Mike bought Brian out of the business and has been running it ever since.
Under Mike’s ownership, they survived the dot‐com bubble, the Great Recession, and an everchanging
social climate. Their clientele includes hundreds of loyal well‐known local businesses – from small cafes
to tech companies and nonprofits – including 826 Valencia, Walk SF, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, SF
Bike Coalition, and KALW Public Radio.
The business is located on the south side of Bluxome Street between 4th and 5th streets in the South of
Market neighborhood. It is within the WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use‐Office) Zoning District and in a
65‐X Height and Bulk District.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
1.

When was business founded?
The business was founded in 1980.

2.

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, Babylon Burning qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of
the eligibility Criteria:

3.

i.

Babylon Burning has operated continuously in San Francisco for 38 years.

ii.

Babylon Burning has contributed to the history and identity of the SoMa
neighborhood and the artist community in San Francisco by serving as a screen
printing service.

iii.

Babylon Burning is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions
that define the organization.

Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
The brick building at 63 Bluxome Street has been largely dedicated to the arts since the 1960s,
and Babylon Burning has upheld this tradition since 1989. The building was constructed in 1907
and was for many years a car manufacturing plant. In the 60s it was converted to studio spaces
for artists, including Ruth Asawa and Sam Shepard.

4.

Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
In the 1970s and 1980s, Babylon Burning printed for many social activism groups. Located on
Valencia Street during this time period, Babylon Burning proved that screen printing can be a
powerful tool to spread messages to larger audiences. Many anti‐war, women’s rights, and gay
rights T‐shirts were produced during this time period and spread throughout San Francisco.
In the 1990s and early 2000s, Babylon Burning played a role in the dot‐com boom, printing for
many startups and new businesses in San Francisco. Although many of these businesses failed,
their presence laid the groundwork for the subsequent tech boom that has shaped so much of
San Francisco’s current social atmosphere. Many of these clients have remained loyal customers
who prefer to support local small businesses, especially in the direct neighborhood.
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Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
No, the property is not listed on any registers; however, it has been evaluated and found to be for
eligible for local designation as an individual property. Built in 1917, 53 ‐ 61 Bluxome Street is a
1‐story, brick masonry industrial building designed in a utilitarian industrial style. The
rectangular‐plan building, clad in brick, is capped by a double hip roof clad in built‐up material.
The foundation is not visible. Typical entrances include a metal roll‐up door and partially glazed
wood door. There are no windows. The primary façade features brick beltcourses and terminates
in brick corbelling and a parapet. The building appears to be in good condition.

6.

Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No, the property has not been listed in any historic context statements.

7.

Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
The work of the organization has been referred to in several newspapers including:


CBS SF Bay Area article titled “Best Screen Printing and Embroidery Shops in San
Francisco.”

Copies of articles are included in this Legacy Business Registry application.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
 63 Bluxome Street (1989 ‐ Present)
Recommended by Applicant
 Traditional plastisol screen printing practice specializing in bulk production
 High quality custom hand‐printed goods
 One large 10‐color automatic press, three 6‐color manual presses, and a single 1‐color
press
 Environmentally‐friendly printing
 A small, highly‐trained dedicated staff
 The original wood sign
Additional Recommended by Staff
 No additional recommendations
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January 11, 2018
2018‐001174LBR
The Mindful Body
2876 California Street
NC‐2 (Neighborhood Commercial, Small Scale)
40‐X Height and Bulk District
1025/018
Maile Sivert, Owner
2876 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Supervisor Mark Farrell, District 2
Shelley Caltagirone ‐ (415) 558‐6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575‐6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
The Mindful Body is a wellness business that opened in April 1994. The business is still at its original
location in the Lower Pacific Heights neighborhood. It started out with various movement classes and
offerings coined “Personal Inner Work” that were workshops and classes that were reflective, internal
and meditative. The goal of the business was to be a “mini Esalen” in San Francisco – inspired by the Big
Sur healing resort – a place of refuge; an urban sanctuary; a place where you could find meaningful
community; a place that is kind and welcoming.
The Mindful Body was a bit ahead of its time, offering yoga before it became mainstream and found in
every neighborhood. Yoga was established on the West Coast in 1955 with Walt and Magaña Baptisteʹs
studio in San Francisco, Yoga Philosophic Health Center. Waltʹs father had been influenced by
Vivekananda, and Walt and Magaña were students of Yogananda. By the 1970s, yoga was growing in
popularity in California but did not yet have designated centers. It was mainly offered in living rooms
and rented spaces. Integral Yoga Institute (1970) and the Iyengar Yoga Institute (1974) were two early
yoga studios in San Francisco. The Mindful Body was at the starting wave when yoga centers and studios
blossomed in the city.
Although yoga was the primary activity at The Mindful Body, the business also offered a variety of free
form movement classes as well as meditation, Feldenkrais, Alexander Technique, dance/movement,
nutrition, poetry readings and therapeutic massage. The business has additionally had Pilates, Ayurveda,
Breema, Rosen, nutrition coaching, live music, chanting events, community member fundraisers and
acupuncture at different times throughout its history. Because yoga turned out to be the most popular
offering, and because it was challenging to deal with so many practitioners, The Mindful Body decided to
focus its energy on fewer activities such as yoga, massage and acupuncture.
The Mindful Body is located on the north side of California Street between Broderick and Divisadero
streets in the Marina neighborhood. The subject business is located within the NC‐2 (Neighborhood
Commercial, Small Scale) Zoning District and a 40‐X Height and Bulk District.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
1.

When was business founded?
The Mindful Body was founded in 1994.

2.

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, the Mindful Body qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of
the eligibility Criteria:

3.

i.

The Mindful Body has operated for 24 years. While the business does not meet the 30
year threshold, the business has operated with no break in operations exceeding two
years, it is significant to San Francisco history due to its early offering of yoga
instruction, and the business would face significant risk of displacement if not
included in the Registry.

ii.

The Mindful Body has contributed to the identity of the Marina neighborhood and
the yoga and wellness care community in San Francisco.

iii.

The Mindful Body is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions
that define the wellness business.

Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
The business is associated with the historical traditions associated with the practice of yoga.

4.

Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
No.

5.

Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
No.

6.

Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.

7.

Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. The business has been featured in several local media and publications including the San
Francisco Chronicle, SF Gate, SF Examiner, and KTVU San Francisco as well as the industry
publication the Yogi Times.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
 2876 California Street (1994 – present)
Recommended by Applicant
 Health and healing services – including yoga, massage, acupuncture and meditation
 Annual 200‐hour yoga teacher training program
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A warm and “lived‐in” feeling maintained in the style establish in 1994
The original curtains that divide some of the rooms
Exterior features, including escutcheons over doorways, keystones, large original domed
skylights in the rear of the building and decorative brickwork patterns

Additional Recommended by Staff
 None
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January 11, 2018
2018‐001176LBR
The Plough and Stars
116 Clement Street
NCD (Inner Clement Street Neighborhood Commercial)
40‐X Height and Bulk District
1431/019
John Hobden, Owner
380 Marin Oaks Drive
Novato, CA 94949
Supervisor Sandra Fewer, District 1
Shelley Caltagirone ‐ (415) 558‐6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575‐6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
The Plough and Stars (“the Plough”) is an Irish pub and live music venue that opened April 30, 1975, at
116 Clement Street in the Richmond District. The business promotes traditional Irish music and
community philanthropy and outreach. The name “the Plough and Stars” comes from a famous play
written about the Easter Rising of 1916 by the Irish writer, Sean O’Casey.
The original owner of the Plough and Stars, Bob Heaney, operated the business from its opening day
until 1981, when the current owner, Sean Heaney took over. Bob Heaney was a businessman who was
also the original owner of the Starry Plough located in Berkeley. The Plough and Stars has remained at
the same location in San Francisco for over 40 years.
Sean Heaney immigrated to San Francisco in the early 1980s along with an influx of other Irish
immigrants. As a former bar owner in Ireland, Sean missed the connection he had to Irish traditional
music back home. When Sean took over the Plough and Stars, he continued and significantly expanded
the tradition of live Irish music at the establishment.
For the past 36 years that Sean has operated the business, he has provided Irish music seisiúns every
Tuesday and Sunday evening. A seisiún is an informal gatherings of musicians who come together and
play traditional music together. The seisiúns at the Plough and Stars are typically led by two people
while everyone else is welcome to come and join in. In earlier years, the Plough and Stars was heavily
involved in the Celtic Festival at Fort Mason that ran for many years. Currently, the Plough and Stars
host events put on by the Irish American Crossroads Festival which aims to celebrate and expose Irish
literature, culture and music. The festival is now entering its fifteenth year of operation. Sean currently
sits on the advisory board for the festival.
The Plough and Stars is located on the north side of Clement Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenues in the
Inner Richmond neighborhood. The subject business is located within the NCD (Inner Clement Street
Neighborhood Commercial) and a 40‐X Height and Bulk District.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
8.

When was business founded?
The Plough and Stars was founded in 1975.

9.

Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, the Plough and Stars qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all
of the eligibility Criteria:
i.

The Plough and Stars has operated for 43 years.

ii.

The Plough and Stars has contributed to the identity of the Inner Richmond
neighborhood and the San Francisco Irish community by serving as a pub and music
venue specializing in Irish and Celtic traditions.

iii.

The Plough and Stars is committed to maintaining the physical features and
traditions that define the pub.

10. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
Yes, the business is associated with the Irish and Celtic traditional music, Irish beer (Guiness),
and pub culture.
11. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
Yes, since 1981, the Plough and Stars has been a central location for newly arrived Irish
immigrants to network for jobs, housing, music and romance. The bar was a gathering place for
Irish immigrants who were forced to leave Ireland during the severe economic recession of the
1980s. Many immigrants were drawn to the Richmond District due to its historically Irish
population, and the Plough and Stars was known as a gathering place. Irish immigrants and
existing Irish people met to look for work, play music and join a community.
12. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
No.
13. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.
14. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes, the business has been cited in several publications and by several institutions, including:


“Gold Standard Award” from Guinness for recognition of the achievement of the highest
possible standards of quality dispense, pouring and presentation of a pint. named



“Best Irish Pub” by SF Weekly in 2004 and also on the list of “21 Best Irish Pubs in
America” via Thrillist.



In 2001, Irish Music Magazine featured an article on the Plough saying, “The Plough and
the Stars is no apple juice and cookies listening room. It’s a raucous, hobnailed boot, pint
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for punt dancing and meeting place for its patrons.”


In 2008, TG4, the Irish language television channel located in Galway, broadcast its
annual Gallic Christmas Show from the Plough and Stars. The show featured local, Irish
and international musicians. It was aired throughout Ireland.



The Plough has also been featured in the San Francisco magazine 7x7, the San Francisco
Chronicle on numerous occasions and the Richmond Review.



Sean Heaney was named the District 1 Honoree for Small Business Week in San
Francisco.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
 116 Clement Street (1975‐present)
Recommended by Applicant
 The long, dark, wood bar
 Original art, signage and historical posters that tell the history and culture of Ireland
 The small wooden stage at the end, surrounded by pictures of past and present musicians
that have played over the years.
 A round table for musician gatherings
 Guinness beer
 Vintage Guinness handles
 Live music and dancing
 Seisiúns ‐ an informal gatherings of musicians who come together and play traditional
music
Additional Recommended by Staff
 Business sign
 Traditional storefront components, including large glass panels and wood trim
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January 11, 2018
2018‐001181LBR
Slim’s
333 11th Street
WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use/Office)
55‐X Height and Bulk District
3520/028A
Dennis Juarez, Vice President, Secretary
333 11th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Supervisor Jane Kim, District 6
Shelley Caltagirone ‐ (415) 558‐6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575‐6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
Slimʹs is a live music nightclub opened in 1988 by R&B artist Boz Scaggs.. The current ownership consists
of 17 individuals in a corporate structure. The business has been located on 11th Street in the South of
Market neighborhood since its inception in 1988.
When Slim’s first opened, the majority of musical acts were of the R&B and Blues varieties, however
currently it offers all types of music including Punk, Metal, Hip‐Hop, and Folk, catering to a large variety
of tastes. Originally, Slim’s was able to keep its windows open and let the music ring throughout the
neighborhood, however, new developments in the SoMa neighborhood have made this less of a
possibility. Despite this, Slim’s continues to be a longstanding venue in the neighborhood as it changes
around it.
Slim’s has been an active member of the 11th Street community since its opening. Slim’s hosts benefits
and local club operator gatherings at its location, and has catered to local activists, politicians, and
community outreach meetings with the Southern Station as well. Its staff has always been heavily made
up of San Franciscans living in the local community who are dedicated to the music scene that is hosted
at Slim’s.
Slim’s has been an active supporter of the LGBT community since its inception. During the late 2000s,
Bob Mould of Hüsker Dü and Sugar would host and DJ dance parties geared towards the bear
community, usually in coordination with the Folsom Street Fair, also a popular SoMa event. Slim’s also
hosted Terrance Alan’s “Faux Queen Pageant,” a local drag show popular with the San Francisco LGBT
community, for 10 years.
Apart from touring bands and aforementioned themed nights, Slim’s also hosts a number of high school
proms and serves as a venue for local battle of the bands competitions, which provides a space for local
musicians to attract an audience and perform. Slim’s has been a venue in the SoMa community since 1988
and continues to be a venue where people of all backgrounds can attend a show and listen to their
favorite music, as well as partake in greater community events.
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Slim’s is located on the northeast side of 11th Street between Folsom and Harrison streets in the South of
Market neighborhood. The building is a contributor to the National and California Register‐listed
Western SoMa Light Industrial and Residential Historic District, and it is Landmark No. 199. The subject
business is located within the WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use/Office) Zoning District and a 55‐X
Height and Bulk District.

STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
15. When was business founded?
Slim’s was founded in 1988.
16. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, Slim’s qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of the
eligibility Criteria:
i.

The business has operated continuously for 30 years as Slim’s.

ii.

Slim’s has contributed to the identity of the SoMa neighborhood and to San
Francisco’s musical heritage.

iii.

Slim’s is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define
the music club.

17. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
Yes, the business is associated with the local, national, and international music scenes and
specifically with Rhythm and Blues music.
18. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
Yes. The original owner Boz Scaggs is a very significant R&B guitarist and singer, who has
recorded numerous platinum albums.
Also, the Jackson Brewing Company Complex, of which 333 11th Street is a part, is architecturally
significant, as recognized by local, state, and federal historic resource registries.
19. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
Yes. The building is San Francisco Landmark 199, Building E: Jackson Brewing Company
Complex. The property is also a contributor to the National Register and California Register‐
listed Western SoMa Light Industrial and Residential Historic District.
20. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
No.
21. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. The business has been cited in numerous publications, including the San Francisco
Chronicle, SF Weekly, San Francisco Guardian, East Bay Express, and music trade publications
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Pollstar, Spin, and Rolling Stone Magazine. Slim’s has also been featured in numerous local
media stations through interviews with personalities such Amber Lee of KTVU TV, as well as
KPOO, KFOG, KPFA, and Live 105.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
 333 11th Street
Recommended by Applicant
 An open floor on our main level
 Performance stage
 Balcony with table seating
 Bar that runs the length of the floor in an ʺLʺ shape
 Décor, including chandeliers, brick walls, and a bar inspired by the facades of several New
Orleans manors.
Additional Recommended by Staff
 Sign and canopy
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January 11, 2018
2018‐001258LBR
The Lab SF
2948 16th Street
PDR‐1‐G (Production, Distribution & Repair ‐ 1‐ General)
68‐X Height and Bulk District
3553/014
Dena Beard, Executive Director
2948 16th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Supervisor Hilary Ronen, District 9
Shelley Caltagirone ‐ (415) 558‐6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575‐6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

BUSINESS DESCRIPTION
The Lab SF (“The Lab”), located in San Franciscoʹs Redstone Building at 2948 16th Street, is a not‐for‐
profit arts organization and performance space. Founded in 1984 by art students from San Francisco State
University, The Lab is a site for interdisciplinary artistic production. Originally named
“The•art•re•grüp, Inc.,” the organization was informally called “Co‐LAB” until 1985 when it was
renamed “The LAB.” In 2014, its name was officially changed to “The Lab SF.”
The Lab believes that if artists are given enough time, space and funding to realize their vision, the work
they produce will change the way we experience the world and each other. These propositions challenge
the familiar ways we perceive value, and so The Lab seeks out extraordinary artists who are
underrepresented as a result of gender, class, race, sexuality or geography, and whose work is not easily
defined and therefore monetized. As a site of constant iteration and indeterminacy, The Lab is, above all,
a catalyst for artistic experimentation.
The Lab was originally located in a two‐story building at 1805‐1807 Divisadero Street from 1984‐1995,
which featured a black box theater upstairs and a gallery space downstairs. In 1995, The Lab relocated to
the historic Redstone Building in San Francisco’s Mission District.
Recognizing a crisis in artist funding and support (and the mass exodus of artists from the Bay Area),
The Lab made a commitment in 2014 to model and implement new funding and distribution strategies
for under‐recognized artists and their work. Along with year‐round multidisciplinary programs, The Lab
commissions three ambitious art projects per year. Artists receive between $25,000‐$85,000 each (as a
stipend, or as a salary with health benefits), keys to the space, the login for the website, and the option to
revise every aspect of The Lab’s operations. The Lab wants to know how far they can take that inquiry
and how much they can bend to make the project of art possible on every level.
The SF Lab is located on the north side of 16th Street between Capp Street and S. Van Ness Avenue in the
Mission neighborhood. The building is Landmark No. 238. The subject business is located within the
PDR‐1‐G (Production, Distribution & Repair ‐ 1‐ General) Zoning District and a 68‐X Height and Bulk
District.
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STAFF ANALYSIS
Review Criteria
22. When was business founded?
The Lab SF was founded in 1984.
23. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how?
Yes, The Lab SF qualifies for listing on the Legacy Business Registry because it meets all of the
eligibility Criteria:
i.

The business has operated continuously for 34 years.

ii.

The Lab SF has contributed to the identity of the Mission neighborhood and to San
Francisco’s artist community.

iii.

ii. The Lab SF is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that
define the organization.

24. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition?
Yes, the business is associated with the local, national, and international art scenes.
25. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture?
Yes. In 2003, The Lab worked with the Redstone Labor Tenants Association to register the
Redstone Building at 2926‐2948 16th Street (formerly the San Francisco Labor Temple) as San
Francisco Historical Landmark 238.
Since its construction in 1914, the building has played a crucial role in supporting advocacy for
human rights on the local and national levels. A hub for political organizing, the Redstone
Building played a significant role in the General Strike of 1934, and unions occupying the
building have successfully advocated for expanded rights for African Americans, women and
Chicano workers. For more than 100 years, the building has adapted to the changing economic
and social conditions, always retaining its extraordinary commitment to the lives of San
Francisco’s often marginalized working class: immigrants; sex workers; artists; industrial,
freelance, and contract workers; domestic laborers; and the displaced.
Furthermore, The Lab partnered with Aaron Noble of the Clarion Alley Mural Project and the
Redstone Buildingʹs still‐active union and nonprofit occupants on a series of murals in the
buildingʹs main atrium and in The Lab, which were dedicated upon completion by Mayor Willie
Brown in 1997. The Lab was awarded a grant from the Mayorʹs Office to cover artist fees and
expenses for the mural project, and for the design and installation of a handicapped lift, to allow
access to the entertainment venues The Lab and Theater Rhinoceros. Muralists Carolyn Castano,
John Fadeff, Susan Greene (a Redstone tenant), Barry McGee, Ruby Neri, Sebastiani Pastor, Rigo
ʹ96, Lilly Rodriguez, Chuck Sperry and Project Director Aaron Noble spent several months
researching the history of the building at San Francisco State Universityʹs Labor Archives before
painting the majority of the mezzanine floor of the Redstone as well as The Lab’s stairwell.
26. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?
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Yes. The building is San Francisco Landmark 238, the Redstone Labor Temple.
27. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?
Yes. The property is listed in the LGBTQ Historic Context Statement on pages 261 and 284. It is
the location of the Theater Rhinoceros, which produced queer theater events from 1981 to 2009.
28. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.?
Yes. The Lab has been the recipient of grants from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual
Arts, Creative Work Fund, Grants for the Arts, San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund, The Jay DeFeo
Foundation, Kenneth Rainin Foundation, New Music USA, San Francisco Arts Commission, San
Francisco Foundation, Violet World Foundation, Voluntary Arts Contribution Fund and
Zellerbach Family Fund.
The Lab has also been featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Art in America,
Interview Magazine, Art Papers, Artsy, Hyperallergic, Kuba Paris, SF Chronicle, Impose
Magazine, San Francisco Chronicle, KQED, East Bay Express and White Fungus publications.
The Lab has been described as a ʺhaven for the cityʹs experimental performance sceneʺ (New
York Times) and “a radical venue dedicated to experimental work” (Wall Street Journal). The
Lab was included in the 1992 Directory of Artistsʹ Organizations.

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
Location(s) associated with the business:
 2948 16th Street (1994 – present)
Recommended by Applicant
 The mission to provide under‐resourced artists and audiences with the space, time and
resources to experiment with alternative ways of living and working.
 The practice of constantly questioning the organizational model and to deeply engage with
new artistic practices and modes of thinking around the arts.
 Commitment to fair wages
 The union hall’s original hardwood floors, a wall of windows and industrial steel beams
 125 feet of static wall space, four moveable 8‐foot walls, an acoustic ceiling, flexible track
lighting, blackout curtains, and a Meyer Sound system
 Flexible space
 Program of independent research
 Hand‐painted sign by Margaret Kilgallen
 The interior murals located in the atrium and The Lab
Additional Recommended by Staff
 None
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Applicants have been nominated as a ʺLegacy Businessʺ by a member of the Board of Supervisors or
the Mayor.

OTHER ACTIONS REQUIRED
Per Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the subject nominations require review and approval by the
Small Business Commission at a public hearing in order to be added to the Legacy Business Registry.

PUBLIC/NEIGHBORHOOD INPUT
The Department has received no public input on the project at the date of this report.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW STATUS
Nomination to the Legacy Business Registry does not constitute a “project” requiring environmental
review per the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The nomination act would not result in
any physical alteration to the subject property and could not have an effect on the environment.

PLANNING DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Historic Preservation Commission find that all described applicants qualify
for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends
safeguarding of the above listed physical features and traditions as amended by Staff.

ATTACHMENTS
Draft Resolution
Legacy Business Applications
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Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 7, 2018
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2018-001173LBR
Babylon Burning Screen Printing
63 Bluxome Street
WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use-Office)
65-X Height and Bulk District
3786/019A
Michael Lynch, Owner
2646 21st Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116
Supervisor Jane Kim, District 6
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR BABYLON BURNING
SCREEN PRINTING, INC, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 63 BLUXOME STREET, (BLOCK/LOT
3786/019A).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the SoMa neighborhood’s and City’s history and
identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. XXX
February 7, 2018

CASE NO. 2018-001173LBR
63 Bluxome Street

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on February 7, 2018, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
Babylon Burning Screen Printing qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code
Section 2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the
community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Babylon Burning Screen Printing.
Location (if applicable)
• 63 Bluxome Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• Traditional plastisol screen printing practice specializing in bulk production
• High quality custom hand-printed goods
• One large 10-color automatic press, three 6-color manual presses, and a single 1-color press
• Environmentally-friendly printing
• A small, highly-trained dedicated staff
• The original wood sign
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2018001173LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on February 7, 2018.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 7, 2018
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2018-001174LBR
The Mindful Body
2876 California Street
NC-2 (Neighborhood Commercial, Small Scale)
40-X Height and Bulk District
1025/018
Maile Sivert, Owner
2876 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Supervisor Mark Farrell, District 2
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR THE MINDFUL BODY,
CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2876 CALIFORNIA STREET, (BLOCK/LOT 1025/018).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 20 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years, the business is significant to San Francisco history, and the
business would face significant risk of displacement if not included in the Registry; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Marina District’s and City’s history and identity;
and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. XXX
February 7, 2018

CASE NO. 2018-001174LBR
2876 California Street

WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on February 7, 2018, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
The Mindful Body qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section
2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for The Mindful Body.
Location (if applicable)
• 2876 California Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• Health and healing services – including yoga, massage, acupuncture and meditation
• Annual 200-hour yoga teacher training program
• A warm and “lived-in” feeling maintained in the style establish in 1994
• The original curtains that divide some of the rooms
• Exterior features, including escutcheons over doorways, keystones, large original domed
skylights in the rear of the building and decorative brickwork patterns
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2018001173LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on February 7, 2018.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
2

Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 7, 2018
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2018-001176LBR
The Plough and Stars
116 Clement Street
NCD (Inner Clement Street Neighborhood Commercial)
40-X Height and Bulk District
1431/019
John Hobden, Owner
380 Marin Oaks Drive
Novato, CA 94949
Supervisor Sandra Fewer, District 1
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR THE PLOUGH AND
STARS, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 116 CLEMENT STREET, (BLOCK/LOT 1431/019).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Inner Richmond neighborhood’s and City’s
history and identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on February 7, 2018, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. XXX
February 7, 2018

CASE NO. 2018-001176LBR
116 Clement Street

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
The Plough and Stars qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section
2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for The Plough and Stars.
Location (if applicable)
• 116 Clement Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• The long, dark, wood bar
• Original art, signage and historical posters that tell the history and culture of Ireland
• The small wooden stage at the end, surrounded by pictures of past and present musicians that
have played over the years.
• A round table for musician gatherings
• Guinness beer
• Vintage Guinness handles
• Live music and dancing
• Seisiúns - an informal gatherings of musicians who come together and play traditional music
• Business sign
• Traditional storefront components, including large glass panels and wood trim
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2018001176LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on February 7, 2018.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 7, 2018
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2018-001181LBR
Slim’s
333 11th Street
WMUO (Western SoMa Mixed Use/Office)
55-X Height and Bulk District
3520/028A
Dennis Juarez, Vice President, Secretary
333 11th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Supervisor Jane Kim, District 6
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR SLIM’S, CURRENTLY
LOCATED AT 333 11TH STREET, (BLOCK/LOT 3520/028A).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the SoMa neighborhood’s and City’s history and
identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on February 7, 2018, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. XXX
February 7, 2018

CASE NO. 2018-001181LBR
333 11th Street

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
Slim’s qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) as it has
operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for Slim’s.
Location (if applicable)
• 333 11th Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• An open floor on our main level
• Performance stage
• Balcony with table seating
• Bar that runs the length of the floor in an "L" shape
• Décor, including chandeliers, brick walls, and a bar inspired by the facades of several New
Orleans manors.
• Sign and canopy
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2018001181LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on February 7, 2018.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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Historic Preservation Commission
Draft Resolution No. XXX
HEARING DATE: FEBRUARY 7, 2018
Case No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
Zoning:
Block/Lot:
Applicant:

Nominated By:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed By:

2018-001258LBR
The Lab SF
2948 16th Street
PDR-1-G (Production, Distribution & Repair - 1- General)
68-X Height and Bulk District
3553/014
Dena Beard, Executive Director
2948 16th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Supervisor Hilary Ronen, District 9
Shelley Caltagirone - (415) 558-6625
shelley.caltagirone@sfgov.org
Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822
tim.frye @sfgov.org

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR THE LAB SF,
CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 2948 16TH STREET, (BLOCK/LOT 3553/014).
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding,
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and
success; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the Mission neighborhood’s and City’s history and
identity; and
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the traditions that define the business; and
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on February 7, 2018, the Historic Preservation
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business
Registry nomination.

www.sfplanning.org

Resolution No. XXX
February 7, 2018

CASE NO. 2018-001258LBR
2948 16th Street

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that
The Lab SF qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) as
it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to contribute to the community.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for The Lab SF.
Location (if applicable)
• 2948 16th Street
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business
• The mission to provide under-resourced artists and audiences with the space, time and resources
to experiment with alternative ways of living and working.
• The practice of constantly questioning the organizational model and to deeply engage with new
artistic practices and modes of thinking around the arts.
• Commitment to fair wages
• The union hall’s original hardwood floors, a wall of windows and industrial steel beams
• 125 feet of static wall space, four moveable 8-foot walls, an acoustic ceiling, flexible track lighting,
blackout curtains, and a Meyer Sound system
• Flexible space
• Program of independent research
• Hand-painted sign by Margaret Kilgallen
• The interior murals located in the atrium and The Lab
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2018001181LBR to the Office of Small Business.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission
on February 7, 2018.
Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ADOPTED:
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE OF SMALL BUSI NESS
REGINA DICK-ENDRIZZI, DIRECTOR

Legacy
Business
Registry
Application No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
District:
Applicant:
Nomination Date:
Nominated By:

Application Review
Sheet
LBR-2017-18-022
Babylon Burning Screen Printing, Inc.
63 Bluxome Street
District 6
Michael Lynch, Owner
October 26, 2017
Supervisor Jane Kim

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?
X
Yes

No

1017 Valencia Street from 1980 to 1987 (7 years)
625 2nd Street, Suite 408 from 1987 to 1989 (2 years)
63 Bluxome Street from 1989 to Present (29 years)
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
X
Yes
No
NOTES: NA
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: January 11, 2018

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program

1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 110, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681
( 4 1 5 ) 5 5 4 - 6 1 3 4 / w w w. s f o s b . o r g / l e g a c y b u s i n e s s @ s f g o v . o r g

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section One:
Business / Applicant Information.

Provide the following information:

The name, mailing address, and other contact information of the business;
The name of the person who owns the business. For businesses with multiple owners, identify the person(s)
with the highest ownership stake in the business;
The name, title, and contact information of the applicant;
The business’s San Francisco Business Account Number and entity number with the Secretary of State, if
applicable.
NAME OF BUSINESS:

Babylon Burning Screen Printing, Inc.
BUSINESS OWNER(S) (identify the person(s) with the highest ownership stake in the business)

Michael Lynch

CURRENT BUSINESS ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

63 Bluxome St.!
San Francisco, CA 94107

(

415 ) 777-8244

EMAIL:

mike@babylontee.com
WEBSITE:

FACEBOOK PAGE:

YELP PAGE

babylontee.com

facebook.com/babylonburningyelp.com/biz/babylon-burning-screen-prin

APPLICANT’S NAME

Michael Lynch

Same as Business

APPLICANT’S TITLE

Owner
APPLICANT’S ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

2646 21st Ave.!
San Francisco, CA 94116

( 415 )

845-5189

EMAIL:

mike@babylontee.com
SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

SECRETARY OF STATE ENTITY NUMBER (if applicable):

0342652
OFFICIAL USE: Completed by OSB Staff
NAME OF NOMINATOR:

DATE OF NOMINATION:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at
the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the
founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in
San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than
one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.
ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS:

ZIP CODE:

START DATE OF BUSINESS

ïðïé Ê¿´»²½·¿ Í¬ò

çìïïð

ïçèð

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS?

DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No

Yes

ïçèðóïçèé

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

êîë î²¼ Í¬®»»¬ô Í«·¬» ìðè

çìïðé

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

êí Þ´«¨±³» Í¬ò

çìïðé

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:

ïçèé

End:

ïçèç

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:

ïçèç

End:

Ý«®®»²¬

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

V.5- 6/17/2016

BABYLON BURNING
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all
other locations.
Babylon Burning Screen Printing, Inc. (“Babylon Burning”) is a traditional plastisol screen
printing shop specializing in bulk production. The business has one large 10-color automatic
press, three 6-color manual presses, and a single 1-color press. Founded by Steve Patton in
1980, Babylon Burning can trace its history to a house in Bernal Heights in 1976. The business
started the same way almost every screen printing business does – a very small do-it-yourself
setup in a garage.
One day in 1976 in his house in Bernal Heights, Steve Patton’s roommate proceeded to print a
batch of 1-color print T-shirts for his karate class and asked Steve to help. Steve was so excited
about the process that he gave his roommate $100 for his supplies. At the time, Steve – a local
San Francisco surfer, art school dropout, and Vietnam War Veteran – knew little of the trade.
His roommate said that Steve would never make it in this business.
Steve set up a little print shop in the utility room in the back. He jury-rigged a 4-color setup on a
long table. It was very primitive, with a high reject rate. He would hang up the shirts to air dry,
then take them down the street to the laundromat to heat set the ink in the dryer. He
accumulated a few customers as he learned the business through his voracious consumption of
trade journals and books from the library.
In the meantime, Steve was toying with various names for the new business. Since one of his
new customers was a Bay Area reggae band called Obeah and he was so taken with the music,
he decided to have a reggae name. He first picked “Crazy Baldhead Productions,” after the term
coined by Bob Marley in one of his early songs. Even though Steve was bald, he felt a little too
shy to exclaim this fact. So he chose “Babylon Burning,” named after the song “Babylon’s
Burning” by The Ruts.
In 1980, Steve moved the business to a retail store at 21st and Valencia streets next door to Old
Wives Tails Bookstore. There was a retail T-shirt shop in the front and print shop in the back.
Steve bought used silkscreens and 1-color and 4-color hand presses at blowout auctions around
the city. He registered the business, got licensed, took accounting classes, made payroll and
paid their taxes. It wasn't easy for sure. It was fun though. Steve’s friend Jerry Biggs co-owned
the business until 1983 when Steve bought him out.

Nearby at 974 Valencia Street was Valencia Tool & Die, a music venue and art gallery founded
by Peter Belsito and Jim Stockford that presented punk, new wave, and new music
performances, as well as performance art, film, and visual art shows from 1980 through 1983.
VT&D consisted of a street level gallery/performance space and a subterranean cellar
performance space that was insulated with sand to dampen the sound. The cellar space was
reached through a trap door and a narrow staircase, and performances often took place on
both levels simultaneously, often after hours. Babylon Burning made some great shirts for
VT&D.
Babylon Burning printed many popular T-shirts for groups like Act Up!, Central American
Solidarity Committee, Mother Jones magazine, the Women's Building, The Sisters of Perpetual
Indulgence, etc. Their work steadily improved, and they developed a reputation for quality and
honesty. The business never advertised except for a Yellow Pages ad under T-shirts; the rest
was word of mouth.
There was a big rent increase in 1987, so the business moved into a unit on the fourth floor of
the Southend Warehouse in SoMa at 2nd and Brannan streets and quit the retail business. After
another rent increase shortly following the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake, Babylon Burning
moved to its current location at 63 Bluxome Street. The business finally acquired its first
automatic 6-color press on a factory lease, increased production by at least threefold, and grew
to 3/4 of a million dollars in sales.
In 1999, Steve Patton sold Babylon Burning to his then employees Mike Lynch and Brian Von
Bargen. In 2001, Mike bought Brian out of the business and has been running it ever since.
Under Mike’s ownership, they survived the dot-com bubble, the Great Recession, and an everchanging social climate. Their clientele includes hundreds of loyal well-known local businesses –
from small cafes to tech companies and nonprofits – including 826 Valencia, Walk SF, Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts, SF Bike Coalition, and KALW Public Radio.
b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco
for more than six months?
Babylon Burning has been in continuous operation in San Francisco since its founding in 1980.
c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.
Babylon Burning is not a family-owned business.
d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.

Babylon Burning was founded by Steve Patton in 1976 and registered as a business in 1980. It
was sold to Mike Lynch in 1999. Mike Lynch is the current owner. Following is the ownership
history of Babylon Burning:
1980-1983
1983-1999
1999-2001
2001-Present

Steve Patton and Jerry Biggs
Steve Patton
Mike Lynch and Brian Von Bargen
Mike Lynch

e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the
business prior to current ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please
use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the
existence of the business prior to current ownership.
A Babylon Burning Brochure from 1983 is included in this Legacy Business Registry application.
f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.
The brick building at 63 Bluxome Street has been largely dedicated to the arts since the 1960s.
Babylon Burning has upheld this tradition since 1989. The building was constructed in 1907 and
was for many years a car manufacturing plant. In the 60s it was converted to studio spaces for
artists, including Ruth Asawa and Sam Shepard.
In the last 10 years alone, a number of buildings on Bluxome Street have been demolished and
re-built. A once quiet back street of San Francisco has become a major hub for new business.
Babylon Burning has remained almost completely untouched the entire time.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
As stated above, Babylon Burning is a long-standing entity of Bluxome Street. The surrounding
neighborhood – a once desolate urban landscape – is now a highly developed part of San
Francisco. Babylon Burning has witnessed the birth of many neighboring companies and directly
contributed to their growth and expansion by consistently providing them with high-quality
custom printed goods. Viewed as a staple of the community, Babylon Burning stands for the
arts as well as a bond between old and new San Francisco.
Babylon Burning has always been committed to providing top quality products and services.
Most of the business’s clients are in the Bay Area, and most new clients come from referrals.
The business’s reputation is what has kept Babylon Burning in business for so long. Enjoying

what you do and loving the place you live makes the difference. The shop reflects the fun the
employees have printing. Babylon Burning encourages customers to stop in to get a feel of
what the company is all about. Today there are so many ad-specialty companies that don't
usually print in-house. They farm business out of state (and out of the country) and take away
from the local economy. Being local means most of the business’s clients come in for press
checks to make sure they are getting what they want before orders are run, and they can also
get a chance to meet the people actually doing the work. Babylon Burning keeps it local, and
clients feel good about supporting small businesses and good jobs in San Francisco.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
In the 1970s and 1980s, Babylon Burning printed for many social activism groups. Located on
Valencia Street during this time period, Babylon Burning proved that screen printing can be a
powerful tool to spread messages to larger audiences. Many anti-war, women’s rights, and gay
rights T-shirts were produced during this time period and spread throughout San Francisco.
In the 1990s and early 2000s, Babylon Burning played a role in the dot-com boom, printing for
many startups and new businesses in San Francisco. Although many of these businesses failed,
their presence laid the groundwork for the subsequent tech boom that has shaped so much of
San Francisco’s current social atmosphere. Many of these clients have remained loyal
customers who prefer to support local small businesses, especially in the direct neighborhood.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?
Babylon Burning was featured in a CBS SF Bay Area article titled “Best Screen Printing And
Embroidery Shops In San Francisco.”
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
John F. Maillard, the building owner from 1950 until his death in 2012, was an architect,
engineer, and loyal patron of the arts. A deeply rooted San Francisco man, John was a member
of the Olympic Club, a life member of the Godfather’s Club, an ex-Board member of the Boys’
and Girls’ Clubs, as well as numerous other local organizations. John consistently went out of
his way to ensure this building would be a center for arts.
Babylon Burning has had a handful of famous clients over the years including Patti Smith, Lee
Scratch Perry, Matt Nathanson, Ferris Plock, David Choong Lee, and Dave Eggers.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
Nearly all of Babylon Burning’s clients are other local businesses or groups based in San
Francisco. By consistently providing quality printed garments to our neighbors we maintain

strong bonds with our community, helping to ensure a healthy local economy for years to
come.
Babylon Burning has printed for and donated to many San Francisco nonprofit organizations
over the years including 826 Valencia, Enterprise for HighSchool Students, Queer Women of
Color Media Arts Project, SF Bicycle Coalition, Stop AIDS Project, Watsi, The Women’s Building,
and Yerba Buena Center for the Arts.
Babylon Burning has been environmentally friendly since its founding. The business never
threw away any ink – they recycled it and made all-purpose black. This practice continues to
this day.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
Babylon Burning caters almost exclusively to San Francisco and Bay Area clients. Countless small
businesses, restaurants, startups, nonprofits, schools, tech companies, and local artists rely on
Babylon Burning for quality printed garments.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
As previously stated, the brick building at 63 Bluxome Street has been largely dedicated to the
arts since the 1960s. Babylon Burning has upheld this tradition since 1989. The building was
constructed in 1907 and was for many years a car manufacturing plant. In the 60s it was
converted to studio spaces for artists, including Ruth Asawa and Sam Shepard.
In the last 10 years alone, a number of buildings on Bluxome Street have been demolished and
re-built. A once quiet back street of San Francisco has become a major hub for new business.
Babylon Burning has remained almost completely untouched the entire time.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
The disappearance of Babylon Burning would signify a major loss to the artistic community of
San Francisco. One of only a handful of screen printing businesses in San Francisco, Babylon
Burning is the oldest shop remaining. If it were ever sold or shut down, hundreds of companies,
organizations, and artists that rely on the business for fast turnaround and quality results would
be forced to seek out new printing resources. The neighborhood itself would lose yet another
piece of authentic San Francisco culture.

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
Babylon Burning is a traditional plastisol screen printing shop specializing in bulk production.
There is one large 10-color automatic press, three 6-color manual presses, and a single 1-color
press. With fewer than 10 employees, Babylon Burning produces thousands of printed
garments (mainly T-shirts) each week. Catering mainly to local businesses, the business creates
custom hand-printed goods to the specs of their clients. Client art typically ranges from simple
1- or 2-color logos to complex digital illustrations, hand-drawn art, and photography. The small,
tight-knit staff is dedicated to screen printing 40+ hours a week; they are truly obsessed with
their craft.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
Babylon Burning is a traditional screen printing business. They use the same basic techniques
that were used 40 years ago when the business was established, only now they use computers
for design work. The one automatic press must be operated by an experienced printer –
everything else that leaves the shop is printed by hand. The employees hone this craft day in,
day out, using knowledge that has been passed down from one generation to the next. There
are other ways to print shirts, but screen printing is tried and true.
c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
The original wood sign hand-painted by founder Steve Patton in 1981 hangs above the front
doors. Some of the paint is chipped and the wood has a large split down the center, but it is
generally in good condition. The preservation and display of Steve’s original artwork is a
testament to the company’s ideals; commitment to the craft, history, and San Francisco culture.
d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the
current owner has maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business,
including craft, culinary, or art forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or
materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to current
ownership.
Documentation is provided in this Legacy Business Registry application.

Babyl on Burni ng has been screen printi ng i n the Bay area
since 1976 after bei ng founded by Steve Patton (read
Steve's stor y here). I n 1999 Mike Lynch bought Babyl on
Bur ning aft er working for Steve the previous four years.
Babyl on Burni ng has gone through numer ous changes
since, but has al ways been committed to provi ding t op
qualit y pr oducts and ser vices. Most of our clients ar e in
the Bay area and most new clients come from r eferr al s.
Our reputati on is what has kept us i n business for so l ong.
The foundation of our busi ness has not changed, but as
technol ogy has changed so has Babyl on Burni ng. I n 2007
we purchased a new aut omatic screen print er which has
increas ed our pr oduction capacity immensel y wit hout
increasi ng c osts. This all ows us to continue havi ng one of
the quickest t urn arounds i n the city at 4- 5 days ( 10 days
are standar d). W e also mai ntai n stat e of t he art gr aphics

NOVEMBER '17 - KALW

softwar e and comput er sys tems to handle all of your
desi gn needs.
Enjoyi ng what we do and l ovi ng the pl ace we li ve makes
the differ enc e. Our shop reflects the f un we have pri nt ing
and we encour age you to s top i n to get a f eel of what we
are all about. Today t her e are so many ad-specialty
companies out ther e that don't usually print i n-house.
They f arm busi ness out of state (and out of t he c ountr y)
and tak e away from the loc al ec onomy. Being l ocal means
most of our clients come in for press checks to make sure
they ar e getti ng what they want befor e orders are r un and
JUNE '17 - EFF

they can als o get a c hance to meet the people actuall y
doi ng the work.
So r emember, KEEP IT LOCAL, pr ess check your shir ts in
San Fr ancisco, see the San Fr anciscan pri nting your
shirts, and feel good about supporti ng small businesses
and good jobs in San Fr ancisco.
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PRICING FOR 2017
Please r ead thr ough to understand costs associat ed with setup and garments. Pleas e contact us if
you have any questi ons.

SHIRT CATALOGS
W e suppl y appar el from major whol esal e dealers. Pl ease vi ew their onli ne c atal ogs below to fi nd
the gar ments you want. Pic k your style and we'll gi ve you a full quote i ncludi ng all charges.

* If yo u do n ' t s ee t h e ga rm en t s yo u w a n t c o nt ac t Mi k e L yn c h f o r m or e c ho i c es .

PRINTING PRICES
Printi ng prices ar e for standar d single si ded t-shirt pri nting. Additional c osts for specialt y pri nting
are also listed.
* ga rm en t p ri c es n o t i nc l u d ed*

Pieces Dozens 1 Color 2 Color 3 Color 4 Color 5 Color 6 Color 7 Color
72

6

$1.95

$2.15

$2.35

$2.55

$2.75

$2.95

NA

144

12

$1.50

$1.65

$1.80

$1.95

$2.10

$2.25

$2.40

300

25

$1.30

$1.45

$1.65

$1.80

$1.95

$2.10

$2.25

504

42

$1.15

$1.30

$1.45

$1.60

$1.75

$1.90

$2.05

1,008

84

$1.00

$1.10

$1.20

$1.30

$1.40

$1.50

$1.60

3,000

250

$0.90

$1.00

$1.10

$1.20

$1.30

$1.40

$1.50

6,000

500

$0.75

$0.85

$0.95

$1.05

$1.15

$1.25

$1.35

12,000

1,000

$0.65

$0.75

$0.85

$0.95

$1.05

$1.15

$1.25

24,000

2,000

$0.60

$0.70

$0.80

$0.90

$1.00

$1.10

$1.20

Additional Costs:

Add "flash cures" charge (under misc. charges) for colored shirts.
A d d 85 % f o r s e c on d s i de or p l a c em en t . - A dd 20% f o r s w ea t s , c a ps , a pr o ns a n d t o t e s . - A dd 5 0% f o r j a c k et s * A d di t i o na l $ 25 . 0 0 s et up c h ar g e

SCREEN CHARGES

FILM CHARGES

Screen Type

Price Film Size

Price

Spot Color Screens

$25.00

8.5 x 11 Positive

$10.00 per color

4 Color/Simulated Process Screens

$35.00

14 x 16 Positive

$15.00 per color

Automatic Press Screens

$35.00

ART CHARGES

SCANNING CHARGES

Charge Type

Price

Size

Price

Separations

$60.00 per hour

8.5 x 11 Original

$15.00

Typesetting

$35.00 per hour

11 x 17 Original

$20.00

Custom Design

Call for quote

Oversize

Call for quote

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES

Item

Price

Flashcures

$0.20 each

Ink Changes

$10 each

PMS Match (Custom Ink)

$12.50 per color

RUSH CHARGES

Time

Price

4-6 Days

add 25%

2-3 Days

add 40%

24 Hours

add 50%

Same Day

add 100%e

S c r e en s a re s t o r ed f o r o ne ye a r f rom t he l as t o rd e r. - C al l f or a q u ot e o n l a rg e r f i l m s i z es . - 1 / 2 h ou r m i ni m um f o r
t yp e s e t t i n g.
* P r es s C h ec k s a r e r ec om m e n d ed on d e s i g n s ov er 1 c ol o r a nd re q ui re d o n p ro c es s w o rk .
* P r es s T i m e i s $ 5 5. 00 an h o ur . T h e f i rs t ho u r i s f r e e. P l ea s e b e p un c t u al .
* H a n dl i n g c h a rg es O N L Y a p pl y t o c u s t om e r s up pl i e d g oo ds . - N o rm a l T ur n ar o un d i s 1 0 - 1 4 W ork D a ys .

PAYMENT
50% Deposit requir ed on al l orders to cover t he c ost of garments. Bal anc e is due upon completi on
of the job. W e accept MasterCard, Vis a and American Express.
Terms and Prices subject to change without notice. Quot es ar e subject to c hange upon r evi ew of
the submitt ed artwork.
Email Mike Lynch or call 415. 777. 8244 for garment pr ices and pri nting quot es.
For billing and invoice questions cont act Shawn J ohnson at 415. 777. 8244.
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826 National
826 Valencia
99 Designs
Able
Aces
Aquarius Records
Bacon Bacon
Bare Escentuals
Brainwash
Bugcrowd
Burgerjoint
Burma Superstar
Butler, Shine, and Stern
California Choppers
Campo Santo
Carve Designs
ChefsFeed
Chrome
Chronicle Books
Columbus Cafe
Curran SF
Dolores Park Cafe
Doug Walker
EFF
Electric Works
Engine Yard
Evernote
Farley's
Frameline
Github
Holy Grill
Instacart
Iron.io
Jawbone
KALW
KUSF 90.3
Livible City
Local Brewing
Lowcard Magazine
Lucky 13
Martin Clothing
Mashery
Matt Nathanson
McSweeney's
Mekanism
Mojo Bike Cafe
Monkey Ink
Mooloolaba
Nice Collective
Office of Letters & Lights
Pandora
Pizza Orgasmica
Prometheus Design Werx
R Bar
Samba TV
Say Media
SF Bike Coalition
SF Weekly
Skates on Haight
TAD Gear
Toronado
Tree Frog Treks
Walk SF
Workday
Xtranormal

Yammer
Zendesk
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BABYLON BURNING - ARTWORK
GUIDELINES
VERY IMPORT ANT, Files must be sent at 100% print size.
If not, the print size must be specified by the customer.
Mock-ups are good for plac ement and ref erence but there
is no way for us t o deter mi ne t he actual pri nt size.

If you are interested in
a custom design or illustration
- or have any other questions
send an email to:
The Art Department

W e are a Maci ntosh based shop but files created in Adobe
Photos hop and Adobe Illus trator on a PC c ompati ble
computer are acceptable.
W e do n ot a c c e pt f i l es c r ea t ed i n Mi c r os o f t W ord, Mi c r os of t E x c el o r
Mi c r os of t P o w e rP oi nt . W e a r e n ot a bl e t o c r ea t e s e p ar at i o ns f r om
an y f i l es c r ea t e d wi t h t h es e p ro gr am s .

Images created for t he i nternet are generall y unacceptabl e
as image r esol ution is generall y TOO LOW (72 dpi) t o
correctly reproduce t he image on a t-shirt.

Adobe Photos hop files mus t be at

300 DPI at f inal

print size.

To allevi ate c onf usion all t ype should be creat ed i n Adobe
Illustrator and convert ed t o outli nes.

W hen placi ng images creat ed i n Photoshop int o Illustr ator
do not enlar ge t he pl aced i mage. Resizi ng the image
changes its resoluti on. Even though the ori gi nal

or call:

415.777.8244

Photos hop file is 300 dpi, i f you enl arge it 300% in
Illustrator t he r esol ution becomes 100 dpi.

All PANTONE colors must be s pecified using solid, c oated
colors. A col or copy of the artwork is extremel y hel pful for
matchi ng purposes. A proof is requir ed f or all 4 col or
process and simul ated process jobs.

Please consider the col or of your sel ected garment when
submitti ng artwork. For your own r efer ence place your
artwork on a background c olor of your select ed garment
color. Artwork is separat ed differ entl y for differ ent c ol or
garments.

Please l abel your artwork with your NAME, PLACEMENT
(front, back, left chest, sleeve, etc) and COLORS.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE OF SMALL BUSI NESS
REGINA DICK-ENDRIZZI, DIRECTOR

Legacy
Business
Registry
Application No.:
Business Name:
Business Address:
District:
Applicant:
Nomination Date:
Nominated By:

Application Review
Sheet
LBR-2017-18-028
The Mindful Body
2876 California Street
District 2
Maile Sivert, Owner
December 8, 2017
Supervisor Mark Farrell

CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?
Yes
X

No

2876 California Street from 1994 to Present (24 years)
PER CRITERION 1: Has the business operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less
than 30 years, significantly contributed to the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or
community and, if not included in the Registry, face a significant risk of displacement?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a
particular neighborhood or community?
X
Yes
No
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?
X
Yes
No
NOTES: The business is currently going through a lease renewal, and the landlord has proposed a
significant rent increase that is not feasible for keeping the business operating. If not included in the
Registry, the Mindful Body faces a significant risk of displacement.
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: January 11, 2018

Richard Kurylo
Manager, Legacy Business Program

1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 110, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681
( 4 1 5 ) 5 5 4 - 6 1 3 4 / w w w. s f o s b . o r g / l e g a c y b u s i n e s s @ s f g o v . o r g

Member, Board of Supervisors
District 2

City and County of San Francisco

MARK FARRELL

December 8, 2017
San Francisco Office of Small Business
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 110
San Francisco, CA 94102-4681

Dear Director Dick-Endrizzi,
I hereby nominate The Mindful Body, at 2876 California Street, San Francisco to the Legacy
Business Registry of San Francisco. The Mindful Body started to provide Yoga and Message
before it was such a popular therapy for well-being and has continued to provide these services
for the past 23 years.
The Mindful Body was founded in April of 1994 on California Street in the same location it now
holds by Roy Bergmann and was subsequently sold to a long time co-worker, Maile Silvert in
2014. Roy still teaches Yoga classes at the business even though he is now in his seventies.
The building itself was built in 1926, and is a mixed use commercial and residential property. The
exterior façade remains mainly in its historic condition.
The Mindful Body has a very large footprint in the yoga and massage business community in San
Francisco. The Mindful Body has always had the mission of serving “all people, of all ages, and
all bodies”. The business is centered on inclusiveness for all of those in the community regardless
of their appearance, age, or ability and has a wide range of clientele that rely on the business for
these reasons.

I look forward to the Mindful Body being added to the Legacy Business Registry.
Sincerely,

Mark E. Farrell
San Francisco Supervisor, District 2

City Hall  1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place  Room 244  San Francisco, California 94102-4689  (415) 554-7752
Fax (415) 554 - 7843  TDD/TTY (415) 554-5227  E-mail: mark.farrell@sfgov.org  www.sfbos.org/farrell
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THE MINDFUL BODY
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all
other locations.
The Mindful Body is a wellness business that opened in April 1994. It started out with various
movement classes and offerings coined “Personal Inner Work” that were workshops and classes
that were reflective, internal and meditative. The goal of the business was to be a “mini Esalen”
in San Francisco – inspired by the Big Sur healing resort – a place of refuge; an urban sanctuary;
a place where you could find meaningful community; a place that is kind and welcoming.
The Mindful Body was a bit ahead of its time, offering yoga before it became mainstream and
found in every neighborhood. Yoga was established on the West Coast in 1955 with Walt and
Magaña Baptiste's studio in San Francisco, Yoga Philosophic Health Center. Walt's father had
been influenced by Vivekananda, and Walt and Magaña were students of Yogananda. By the
1970s, yoga was growing in popularity in California but did not yet have designated centers. It
was mainly offered in living rooms and rented spaces. Integral Yoga Institute (1970) and the
Iyengar Yoga Institute (1974) were two early yoga studios in San Francisco. The Mindful Body
was at the starting wave when yoga centers and studios blossomed in the city.
The Mindful Body has an attractive interior enhanced by tall ceilings with skylights and two
movement rooms, as well as showers and clean bathrooms, which many other yoga or massage
places did not have in the 1990s. Soon, other competitors showed up and some followed its
lead.
Although yoga was the primary activity at The Mindful Body, the business also offered a variety
of free form movement classes as well as meditation, Feldenkrais, Alexander Technique,
dance/movement, nutrition, poetry readings and therapeutic massage. The business has
additionally had Pilates, Ayurveda, Breema, Rosen, nutrition coaching, live music, chanting
events, community member fundraisers and acupuncture at different times throughout its
history.
Because yoga turned out to be the most popular offering, and because it was challenging to
deal with so many practitioners, The Mindful Body decided to focus its energy on fewer
activities such as yoga, massage and acupuncture.
The Mindful Body features many physically active yoga classes (e.g., Ashtanga, Iyengar, Vinyasa
Flow, etc.) at popular times, which is was what the San Francisco community seems to desire.

There is also a staff of wonderful, experienced yoga teachers, as well as many committed yoga
students who went on to become well respected teachers themselves (Charu Rachlis, Jason
Crandell, Chrisandra Fox, Deb Burkman, Thomas Fortel, Kari Marble, et al).
Over time, it became apparent that in order to remain profitable and viable it was necessary to
utilize the space more efficiently and more frequently. The business expanded the number of
massage rooms and rented out rooms to “like-minded” practitioners. It was also found that it
was important to have yoga teachers in multiple times-of-day and days-of-the-week spots,
creating opportunities for students with varying schedules to come to the Mindful Body
frequently and consistently. This business model is the current operating procedure at the
Mindful Body. The business currently has two full time yoga rooms and eight massage rooms
and operates seven days a week. Like yoga, we offer a variety of massage modalites: Swedish,
Deep Tissue, Sports, Pregnancy and Trigger Point, and we have a few therapists that specialize
in massage for cancer recovery and people in chemotherapy.
The business is still at its original location in the Lower Pacific Heights neighborhood. The
business is currently going through a lease renewal, and the landlord has proposed a significant
increase that is not feasible for keeping the business operating. The landlord is asking for a
$6,200/month increase in rent (above what the business is currently paying). Due to the pay
structure at the Mindful Body; and the increases of health requirements, minimum wage and
the new maternity leave ordinance in San Francisco in the upcoming year; an additional
$200,000-250,000 in revenue would be needed in 2018 in order to pay the growing expenses.
That also means that no one on the staff will be able to receive a pay raise in the foreseeable
future, which is a significant stress to the employees who are struggling to be able to live in San
Francisco without six figure salaries. It is also stressful to not be able to offer a competitive
wage while attempting to hire new staff.
b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco
for more than six months?
The Mindful Body has not ceased operations since it opened in 1994.
c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.
The business is not a family-owned business.
d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.
The business was started by Roy Bergmann in 1994. His daughter, Hillary Bergmann became a
co-owner with him in 2002. They co-owned the business until 2014 when they sold me the
business.

Current owner Maile Sivert began working at the Mindful Body in 2001 as a yoga instructor. She
later became the yoga department manager from 2004 to 2010. She worked closely with Roy
and Hillary during that time.
Roy and Hillary sold the business to Maile in November 2014 when Hillary decided to pursue a
career in filmmaking instead of staying in the family business. Roy was in his 70s and ready to
retire. However, he still teaches yoga at the studio.
Since 2014, the business has been a woman-owned business.
Following is summary of the ownership history:
1994 to 2002:
Roy Bergmann
2002 to 2014:
Roy Bergmann and Hillary Bergmann
2014 to Present:
Maile Sivert
e. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.
The building that houses the Mindful Body was built in 1926 and is a mixed-use commercial and
residential property. It is a beautiful brick building that was said to have been a laundromat in
the 1940s. The exterior façade is mainly unchanged from its original construction and is eligible
for historic preservation status. However, it is not currently listed on a historic registry.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
The Mindful Body has a very large footprint in the yoga and massage business community in
San Francisco. In the past three years, over 15,000 unique patrons have visited the business,
many of them on a regular, weekly basis.
The Mindful Body also has many long-time clients from the surrounding community, San
Francisco and other parts of the Bay Area as well. During Maile Sivert’s 16 years at the Mindful
Body, many of her clients have become more than just business relationships, as she has been a
guest at the weddings and birthday parties of her clients. The Mindful Body is not solely a
client-practitioner business, but a business that creates meaningful relationships with their
clients, as well as their community.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
The Mindful Body sponsors the Yoga Journal Conference which occurs every year at the Hyatt
hotel in downtown San Francisco. The Mindful Body also hosts an annual event with the Drew
School, hosting students for yoga classes as part of an “out of the classroom” week that is

aimed at giving students real-world experience. There is also an annual Thanksgiving fundraiser
yoga class, for which the proceeds are donated directly to a charity and/or cause. This past
year, the proceeds went to the La Luz Center in Sonoma County, which directly went to rental
assistance for those that lost their homes in the North Bay Fires.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?
The business has been featured in several local media and publications including the San
Francisco Chronicle, SF Gate, SF Examiner, and KTVU San Francisco as well as the industry
publication the Yogi Times.
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
The business is not associated with any significant or historical people to our knowledge.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
The Mindful Body demonstrates its commitment to the community in a number of ways.
The Mindful Body provides health and healing services – including yoga, massage and
acupuncture – to those in the community that seek mindfulness and healing practices. As life
becomes increasingly stressful, expensive and busy, people seek stress relief through multiple
outlets, many of which are offered by the professionals working at the Mindful Body.
• Yoga offerings: Ashtanga; Ageless (all bodies, all ages); Hatha, Vinyasa; Gentle;
Restorative; Hatha Flow; Prenatal; Postnatal with Baby
• Massage offerings: Swedish; Deep Tissue; Sports; Trigger Point; Pregnancy; Cancer
Support
• Popular workshops: Pregnancy Preparation; Restorative for Parasympatheic Nervous
System
• Free meditation
The Mindful Body offers an annual 200-hour yoga teacher training program. The curriculum is
intended for advancing students who wish to deepen their practice and for aspiring teachers
who are looking for a course that provides the tools with which to teach intelligently and
confidently. The program certifies students to teach alignment-focused and philosophicallyinspired Hatha and Vinyasa classes. The class size is small – 10 to 20 people – to ensure there is
a vibrant group dynamic and everyone receives personalized guidance and continued support
after the training.
The Mindful Body offers pre- and post-natal yoga practices, birthing workshops and pre- and
post-natal massage, all of which are geared toward encouraging healthy birth practices,
community and introducing and supporting people in similar stages of starting a family.

Lastly, the business has been very effective at hosting fundraising events for employees (two of
which were terminally ill with cancer) as well as local charities affiliated with clients, including
school fundraisers. Employees from the Mindful Body have attended GLIDE events to serve
food and have participated together in the Women’s March in 2017.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
The Mindful Body has always had the mission of serving “all people, of all ages, and all bodies.”
There are many inclusive events and activities at the Mindful Body, including activities for the
pre- and post-natal communities, ageless yoga (geared toward older people, which many yoga
institutions are not conducive to) and yoga for people with disabilities or physical limitations
that might have difficulty participating in traditional yoga or massage practices. The business is
centered on inclusiveness for everybody regardless of appearance, age or ability. The Mindful
Body has a wide range of clientele that rely on the business for these reasons.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
The business is not associated with a historically significant building/structure/or object,
however the business has been located in a Mediterranean-style building that was built in 1926
and is eligible for historic preservation.
Many of the clients have commented that the space is reminiscent of “old San Francisco” due
to the cozy atmosphere of the business. The business is not the “newest, sleekest iteration” of a
yoga studio, but one that has been visited, practiced in and lovingly operated for many years.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
The Mindful Body has a very wide reach and is relied upon by many people in its community. As
mentioned earlier, the business has attracted over 15,000 unique clients in the past three years
alone. However, there is also a very strong core of clients that are all very neighborly and
familiar with each other. Without the Mindful Body, these clients would be dispersed
throughout the Bay Area in an attempt to find a similar studio providing the services that they
currently access at the business. The Mindful Body also has 60 employees, 80% of which live in
San Francisco. The remaining employees travel from other parts of the Bay Area. All of these
employees would be unemployed and competing with each other for new positions at other
studios should the Mindful Body need to close its doors. The business is both essential to its
clients as well as its broad employment base in San Francisco and the wider Bay Area.
Due to the limitations of the massage permit in San Francisco, it would not be possible to
relocate this business as the permit is not transferable to a new property. A new permit would
have to be procured which is a timely and expensive process (our current massage permit cost
$15,000 in expenses and 1.5 years to procure).

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
The Mindful Body is defined mainly by its welcoming feeling, its acceptance of all clients and its
non-judgmental spaciousness, encouraging those who attend to be who they are when they are
in the studio and outside. The employees know the names of each and every one of their clients
and have created personal and almost familial relationships with one another.
As mentioned earlier, the business also maintains a warm and “lived-in” feel to it. Many yoga
and massage studios that have opened more recently have a sterile, modern design. The
Mindful Body however prefers the feeling of coziness and comfortability in maintaining the
studio in the style that it was when it opened in 1994. The business has kept many of the
original features such as the original curtains that divide some of the rooms, which has not
gone unnoticed amongst the clientele. The business has repainted the interior walls to keep a
maintained atmosphere, however many of the original features remain the same since the
original opening.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
The Mindful Body is dedicated to maintaining the historical traditions associated with the
practice of yoga. Many of these are rooted in the ancient practices of yoga such as Ashtanga,
Iyengar and Vinyasa, which are all aimed at reducing the stress from the increasingly difficult
day-to-day lives of the clientele.
The Mindful Body also proposes to maintain the massage offerings as meaningful, attentive,
therapeutic healing.
Meditation will remain a part of the business, too, and the Mindful Body is open to offering all
tools that can support people in dealing with stress in this increasingly busy urban environment.
c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
The physical structure of the space has not changed since the business opened in 1994. The
signage and paint on the walls have been upgraded over the years, however the original
structure of the building still exists as it has since prior to the opening of the business. The
building at 2876 California Street has many fine details such as escutcheons over doorways,
keystones, large original domed skylights in the rear of the building and decorative brickwork
patterns on the exterior.

History of The Mindful Body
by
Roy Bergmann, Founder
1.
What made you decide to start this business? Is there a specific reason why
or a story behind it?
The Mindful Body really started with my early interest in music, art, science and
philosophy during my teenage years and while an undergraduate at Northwestern
University. However, that interest somewhat “went underground” until I was in my 40s.
After college I took a path via the U.S. Navy (as an officer/administrator/manager)
followed by brief administrative and managerial work, Graduate School (MBA) - which
led me into the corporate world of finance and economics. I became a Commercial and
Investment Banker traveling and living internationally and domestically.
The stressors of travel, meeting deadlines and goals, and the internal “politics” of large
corporations as well as family responsibilities (wife and 2 children) took its toll on my
psyche and my body. Although I was physically active (mostly running and some
weights and swimming) I did very little stretching. I also used too much alcohol to ease
the anxiety. All of these factors plus my busy schedule resulted in less sleep (and
disturbed sleep) than was healthy. My stomach was often upset and my lower back was
“screaming at me”.
I began to research about how to reduce the intestinal and lower back pain and came upon
books and articles relating to “holistic health.” This led me to a holistic MD in the Bay
area and she, in turn, led me to my first Yoga class (Bikram based). I was “blown away”!
I felt as though I had run 4-5 miles, but I was not tired. Rather I was both calm and
energized. I followed this path for 3 years (averaging 6 days per week) and it ultimately
led me into Ashtanga and Iyengar styles of Yoga … including lots of reading and
workshops related to the broader philosophic aspects of Yoga. I attended workshops at
Esalen, including training in Massage and other bodywork modalities. I was so “taken”
by all of this that I would schedule my business meetings around my yoga and other
classes/workshops.
During the period of my divorce, I found the community of like-minded people in the
yoga/spiritual world to be so helpful in getting me through this difficult time. Yoga and
related activities (Feldenkrais, Alexander technique, Breema, Rosen work, chanting, etc.)
brought me frequent periods of joy, calmness and feelings of good health. I also found
myself being more “focused” in my work and life … more mindful … doing one thing at
a time rather than frenetic multi-tasking.

Along the way, I often imagined myself opening a “Center” for such activities … perhaps
after I retire … ?

Flash forward to my early 50s - when I was laid off from a major bank and received a
severance package which included allowing me to keep my office and salary at the bank
for one year but with no day to day responsibilities. Consequently, I was able to focus on
my next steps and the first thing I thought about was the possibility of opening a healing
center in San Francisco. I put together a business plan, interviewed many practitioners in
the world of spirituality and holistic health, and 9 months later I opened The Mindful
Body (April 15, 1994).
It was the most challenging and fear filled activity I had ever entered into. Although,
from day one, The Mindful Body was always growing, it took 2 ½ years to become cash
flow positive. I almost ran out of the resources to continue. However, with the
emotional, financial, spiritual and advisory support of my darling wife-to-be, Janie (we
married in 2000), The Mindful Body finally “turned the corner” in 1996.
This growth period was one of the most energizing and wonderful experiences of my life
work … interacting with Yoga teachers, massage therapists, psychotherapists and other
practitioners of body and spiritually oriented activities. To this point, I want to highlight
how important it was to have so many dedicated and loyal employees who were
understanding and supportive during these difficult, growing times.
Another wonderful and important element of “luck” along the way was that, early on,
Ron Nestor came into my life and became more and more of a right-hand person for me.
His background in massage - and having once had a cleaning and maintenance business
- provided me with an experienced, trusted and wise counselor. I especially believe his
experience as a Zen Buddhist and Yoga practitioner served us well over the years as he
has overseen the massage program, provided maintenance management and, realistically,
day-to-day general management as well as overall advice/guidance. His responsible,
focused and relaxed way of being also added an element of calm and stability to the
atmosphere of The Mindful Body.
An equally important event occurred in 2002 when my daughter, Hillary, joined The
Mindful Body and demonstrated her broad range of capabilities and character traits. She
worked her way up through the various areas of administration and management to
ultimately become the overall leader of The Mindful Body. Within these 12 years she
enhanced our computer/technology capabilities, web site, back office systems and
administration and, perhaps most importantly, dramatically improved the morale of our
wonderful employees … especially during the times in San Francisco when rents were
skyrocketing and the regulatory and competitive environment was becoming increasingly

demanding. Her being here has been one of the highlights of my life … to work closely
with my adult daughter who had moved away from San Francisco when she was quite
young.
2.

What needs or desires are filled by our products?

The Mindful Body started out with various Movement classes and “Personal Inner
Work”. Those included workshops and classes with all kinds of related modalities. Yoga
was the primary activity but we also offered a variety of free form movement classes as
well as meditation, Feldenkrais, Alexander Technique, dance/movement, Inner Child
work, Nutrition, poetry readings etc.). My goal was to be a “mini Esalen” in San
Francisco. However, Yoga (mostly asanas classes) was what turned out to be the most
popular. And besides, it turned out to be much too challenging dealing with so many
other practitioners who would come and go - and sometimes just not show up. As a result
we decided to focus our energy on fewer activities (we started offering Massage after 4-5
months or so).
I remember when we designed an attractive wood sign outside which said “The Mindful
Body - a Center for Movement, Bodywork and Personal Inner Work”. The size of the
fonts could not be seen from across the street and once or twice someone asked, “What
do you do in there??” Consequently we added signage in big letters saying "Yoga and
Massage” to get the message out … and that seemed to boost attendance!!
The Mindful Body was a bit ahead of its time … just before Yoga began to “catch on”
and become very popular. We had showers and nice clean bathrooms, an attractive
interior enhanced by tall ceilings with skylights and with 2 movement rooms, all of which
most other yoga or massage places did not have. Soon other competitors showed up and
some followed our lead. We had lots of physically active yoga classes at the popular
times (Ashtanga, Iyengar, Vinyasa Flow, etc.) and that was what the San
Francisco community seemed to desire. We also had wonderful experienced yoga
teachers … as well as many committed yoga students who went on to become well
respected teachers themselves (Charu Rachlis, Jason Crandell, Chrisandra Fox, Deb
Burkman, Thomas Fortel, Kari Marble, et.al.).
What a wonderful combination it all turned out to be! Massage clients became yoga
students and vice versa. The quietude of classes worked well with the same need for
quiet during massage/bodywork. In addition, we had unusual “walls” between our two
yoga rooms and the main hall … in the form of canvas drapes (a creative solution for a
unique place). Therefore, people were encouraged to speak softly -- quietude became the
“watch word”. It felt ideal for going inward and finding a place for rest and rejuvenation
in this busy world.

Along the way The Mindful Body became a center for a wonderful community of likeminded individuals who became friends and respected colleagues … among the
employees of The Mindful Body as well as including the students and clients. I have
heard many employees and clients/students comment over the years about how they look
forward to coming to The Mindful Body as a “safe and calming place of refuge”. It has
been heartwarming for me to see these clients, students, employees and staff come and go
and return again, many who have been with The Mindful Body for long periods of time some for more than 20 years!
Over time, it became apparent that in order to remain profitable and viable it was
necessary to utilize the ”space” more efficiently and more frequently. So we began to
expand the number of massage rooms from 4 to 10 and to rent out rooms to “likeminded” practitioners (like Mary Ann Molnar, a Physical Therapist who preferred to call
herself “MA” - thus the name for one of our massage rooms). We also found that it was
important to have Yoga teachers in multiple time and day-of-the-week spots, creating
opportunities for students with varying schedules to come to The Mindful Body
frequently and consistently.
Jaime Goodman (who started out with The Mindful Body as a valued massage therapist)
started to grow her business as an acupuncturist by renting space/rooms from The
Mindful Body. This blended very well with what we were doing and a wonderful
partnership was born. (Her specialty in prenatal acupuncture particularly paired well
with our pre/post natal yoga and massage program (with the Kari Marble as a major
contributor).
3. The uniqueness and product differentiation:
My overriding goal was always to provide a safe and nurturing space both for our clients/
students and our teachers, therapists and staff … with caring and understanding in a fast
paced and competitive world. Perhaps, that is one of the differentiating aspects of The
Mindful Body.
My experience with so many Yoga and other classes was and is that the teachers tell us
what we are doing wrong … rather than encouraging us in a direction which feels and is
good for us. Along the way, I have met many "Ashtanga or Iyengar Police" … and my
body hurt after classes in which I was “pushing’ myself and being pushed beyond what
was safe and helpful (sometimes with “rough”, inappropriate or unsafe adjustments/
comments by the teachers).
I have a great appreciation for how we as humans have a need to be heard, listened to and
nurtured -- so many of us have self esteem issues. I believe that we need lots of kindness
in our lives and we need a safe place to calm our busy minds, to focus on our breath and
bodies in order to recharge our psyche … to find a place of peacefulness. I wanted this to

be an important part of The Mindful Body’s core values.
My original goal was to create a self sustaining center where the wonderful
teachers, therapists and staff were valued, paid well and had an environment conducive to
exploring ideas about health and healing as well as growing their careers. It turned out
that one of these goals - to be paid well - was not so easily implemented. The challenges
for a small business in an environment of escalating rents and increasing regulations, was
frequently bumping up against the goal of being a self sustaining business. Intense
competition from the numerous new Yoga and Massage establishments added another
element of challenge.
Perhaps our varying successes relate to the overriding sense of calm and quietude, and
the friendly, caring and nurturing attitude of our teachers, therapists, and staff. The
challenge for me has always been about offering these attributes while not “turning off”
the great majority of our population, a population who live in a competitive and goal
oriented world where speed, multitasking and winning are so strongly rewarded.
4: What I learned through this experience:
First and foremost, I believe in the importance of establishing the vision/mission/goals of
any organization … and to be clear about the steps that it will take to get there. Remind
oneself of that mission over and over again. Check it for reality, in light of real-time
experience and feedback from employees and customers and be willing to modify the
mission if necessary.
Secondly, I believe that the success of any organization is all about the people …teachers,
therapists and staff. So:
•

Find responsible, consistent, reliable, thoughtful, caring and competent
people who are committed to the mission/vision.

•

Let go of the people who are constantly challenging to manage and who
take the most time to deal with … and let them go early on. If not, they
will take management time that can be used in more important areas and
may affect the morale of others

•

Spend enough time to “vet” the newly hired people. This will reap
rewards over the medium and long term. It costs a lot of time and
money to replace someone.

•

Provide clear guidelines to the people who help achieve one’s mission
… and keep checking to see if they are supporting that mission.

•

Separate responsibilities so that no one has exclusive and full access
both to distribute jobs as well as to protect financial assets (cash,
checking and savings accounts, etc.). Change the security “codes”
often. “Trust in Spirit, et.al. …but … tie your horse to the fence post.”

Thirdly, ask for help!
•
•
•

•

You can’t do it alone! Surround yourself with good people and trusted
advisors.
Listen to employees … and develop access to the internal “grapevine”
Delegate authority and responsibility - with accountability. Again, you
can not do it alone … and there are plenty of good ideas from the
people who are working with students and clients day to day. This
approach also enhances the morale of employees who feels trusted …
and are not constantly having someone looking over their shoulders,
telling them what to do and not do, or feeling as though they have to
“check with the boss” for every detail. (Naturally, this includes giving
everyone clear information so they can make decisions on their own
knowing that management will support them).
Listen to your customers … encourage feedback. Develop relationships
with a few customers who will be honest with you and are “reasonable”
from a business point of view as well as a philosophical viewpoint.

Lastly, be aware of what the competition is doing but do not necessarily follow or react to
what they do. Take time to reflect and to “respond” after thoughtful reflection.
… and remember to go inside yourself and listen to your “inner guide”… while
constantly doing reality checks.
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Every yoga studio needs an instructor named Yolanda or Chrissandra or Charu, and the
Mindful Body has all three.

Located in an old brick laundry, their classes are taught in two big rooms beneath 14foot ceilings with steel beams and leaded skylights. When it rains, the skylights ping
with a soothing sound, like a nature recording.
But the physical space is not what makes people hassle the parking on California Street
past Divisadero and haul their purple mats to the Mindful Body from several blocks
away. They come for the teachers. The Mindful Body has 17 of them, depending upon
who is in India or Nepal on retreat, and a New Age name is not a requirement.
Among the most popular is Michael Cooper, a short, stocky, muscular man who is
described by one student as "healer, spiritual guru, cheerleader, teacher and magician."
He's also a Baptist minister and gymnastics instructor. When he has worked his class
into a centered groove, he'll suddenly blurt out, "What time is it?" "Now," answer the
regulars. "Where are we?" "Here."
That simple call and response sums up the Mindful Body. Just two steps past the door
and off the bustling street, students are engulfed by serenity. For a long time
Chrissandra Fox could convey mindfulness from her seat at the reception desk. But
she's now moved on to teach prenatal yoga. Her class tends to a specific clientele, but
what makes the Mindful Body so popular is its accessibility, as embodied in any of the
"Yoga With Yolanda" classes offered on all levels.
The mat-thin Yolanda Bain has the patience and demeanor to bring yoga to the
stressed out and tightened up. There are plenty of them out there. In the past two years,
class attendance at the Mindful Body has risen from 40 people a day to 100. It used to
be all women, with a man or two hiding in the corner. But yoga has crossed gender
lines, and the classes are now maybe a third men.
Bain can give wary beginners the confidence to try the poses -- even stiff basketball
jocks who arrive unable to sit Indian-style. Able to watch 25 students at once even as
she leads them in the poses, Bain quietly gets up and tiptoes around to straighten
everybody out, without embarrassing anyone or even drawing attention. At the end of
class she gathers students in a circle for the traditional Indian salutation namaste, and
even the cynics join in, having achieved some mindfulness, if only for the hour and a
half of class.
The Mindful Body offers a therapeutic massage service, but it hasn't been the same
since Blaise Martin, a miracle worker with tight backs and necks, left to open his own
practice in Noe Valley. There are also hot tubs, but they are mostly for show. The
biggest complaint, which is also the biggest compliment, is that the yoga classes are too
crowded. And that's with 70 classes a week to choose from.
They start at 7 a.m. and run until 9 p.m. weekdays, with an only slightly shorter daily
schedule on weekends. The hours are what inspired Roy Bergmann to open the place
in 1994. An investment banker, he'd charge out of a meeting needing some quick yoga

and couldn't find it. So he got together with Cooper, an old friend from classes, and
opened a studio offering many teachers, many styles, and most important, many hours
of instruction.
As opposed to a studio run by a guru of a particular style, the Mindful Body offers a
range of approaches to hatha yoga, meaning the physical practice of yoga positions, as
opposed to meditation.
Each teacher brings a practice that may meld several others -- Iyengar, kundalini,
Integral, Bikram, Astanga, Ananda, Kripalu -- names even more exotic than those of its
teachers.
Prices range from $6 for a drop-in community class serving all levels at noon Monday,
Wednesday and Friday to $8 for a class card to $12 for drop-ins. A new student's first
class is always half price. Most students practice barefoot, but it's always easy to spot a
newcomer. They are the ones in white athletic socks.

History of The Mindful Body
by
Roy Bergmann, Founder
1.
What made you decide to start this business? Is there a specific reason why
or a story behind it?
The Mindful Body really started with my early interest in music, art, science and
philosophy during my teenage years and while an undergraduate at Northwestern
University. However, that interest somewhat “went underground” until I was in my 40s.
After college I took a path via the U.S. Navy (as an officer/administrator/manager)
followed by brief administrative and managerial work, Graduate School (MBA) - which
led me into the corporate world of finance and economics. I became a Commercial and
Investment Banker traveling and living internationally and domestically.
The stressors of travel, meeting deadlines and goals, and the internal “politics” of large
corporations as well as family responsibilities (wife and 2 children) took its toll on my
psyche and my body. Although I was physically active (mostly running and some
weights and swimming) I did very little stretching. I also used too much alcohol to ease
the anxiety. All of these factors plus my busy schedule resulted in less sleep (and
disturbed sleep) than was healthy. My stomach was often upset and my lower back was
“screaming at me”.
I began to research about how to reduce the intestinal and lower back pain and came upon
books and articles relating to “holistic health.” This led me to a holistic MD in the Bay
area and she, in turn, led me to my first Yoga class (Bikram based). I was “blown away”!
I felt as though I had run 4-5 miles, but I was not tired. Rather I was both calm and
energized. I followed this path for 3 years (averaging 6 days per week) and it ultimately
led me into Ashtanga and Iyengar styles of Yoga … including lots of reading and
workshops related to the broader philosophic aspects of Yoga. I attended workshops at
Esalen, including training in Massage and other bodywork modalities. I was so “taken”
by all of this that I would schedule my business meetings around my yoga and other
classes/workshops.
During the period of my divorce, I found the community of like-minded people in the
yoga/spiritual world to be so helpful in getting me through this difficult time. Yoga and
related activities (Feldenkrais, Alexander technique, Breema, Rosen work, chanting, etc.)
brought me frequent periods of joy, calmness and feelings of good health. I also found
myself being more “focused” in my work and life … more mindful … doing one thing at
a time rather than frenetic multi-tasking.

Along the way, I often imagined myself opening a “Center” for such activities … perhaps
after I retire … ?

Flash forward to my early 50s - when I was laid off from a major bank and received a
severance package which included allowing me to keep my office and salary at the bank
for one year but with no day to day responsibilities. Consequently, I was able to focus on
my next steps and the first thing I thought about was the possibility of opening a healing
center in San Francisco. I put together a business plan, interviewed many practitioners in
the world of spirituality and holistic health, and 9 months later I opened The Mindful
Body (April 15, 1994).
It was the most challenging and fear filled activity I had ever entered into. Although,
from day one, The Mindful Body was always growing, it took 2 ½ years to become cash
flow positive. I almost ran out of the resources to continue. However, with the
emotional, financial, spiritual and advisory support of my darling wife-to-be, Janie (we
married in 2000), The Mindful Body finally “turned the corner” in 1996.
This growth period was one of the most energizing and wonderful experiences of my life
work … interacting with Yoga teachers, massage therapists, psychotherapists and other
practitioners of body and spiritually oriented activities. To this point, I want to highlight
how important it was to have so many dedicated and loyal employees who were
understanding and supportive during these difficult, growing times.
Another wonderful and important element of “luck” along the way was that, early on,
Ron Nestor came into my life and became more and more of a right-hand person for me.
His background in massage - and having once had a cleaning and maintenance business
- provided me with an experienced, trusted and wise counselor. I especially believe his
experience as a Zen Buddhist and Yoga practitioner served us well over the years as he
has overseen the massage program, provided maintenance management and, realistically,
day-to-day general management as well as overall advice/guidance. His responsible,
focused and relaxed way of being also added an element of calm and stability to the
atmosphere of The Mindful Body.
An equally important event occurred in 2002 when my daughter, Hillary, joined The
Mindful Body and demonstrated her broad range of capabilities and character traits. She
worked her way up through the various areas of administration and management to
ultimately become the overall leader of The Mindful Body. Within these 12 years she
enhanced our computer/technology capabilities, web site, back office systems and
administration and, perhaps most importantly, dramatically improved the morale of our
wonderful employees … especially during the times in San Francisco when rents were
skyrocketing and the regulatory and competitive environment was becoming increasingly

demanding. Her being here has been one of the highlights of my life … to work closely
with my adult daughter who had moved away from San Francisco when she was quite
young.
2.

What needs or desires are filled by our products?

The Mindful Body started out with various Movement classes and “Personal Inner
Work”. Those included workshops and classes with all kinds of related modalities. Yoga
was the primary activity but we also offered a variety of free form movement classes as
well as meditation, Feldenkrais, Alexander Technique, dance/movement, Inner Child
work, Nutrition, poetry readings etc.). My goal was to be a “mini Esalen” in San
Francisco. However, Yoga (mostly asanas classes) was what turned out to be the most
popular. And besides, it turned out to be much too challenging dealing with so many
other practitioners who would come and go - and sometimes just not show up. As a result
we decided to focus our energy on fewer activities (we started offering Massage after 4-5
months or so).
I remember when we designed an attractive wood sign outside which said “The Mindful
Body - a Center for Movement, Bodywork and Personal Inner Work”. The size of the
fonts could not be seen from across the street and once or twice someone asked, “What
do you do in there??” Consequently we added signage in big letters saying "Yoga and
Massage” to get the message out … and that seemed to boost attendance!!
The Mindful Body was a bit ahead of its time … just before Yoga began to “catch on”
and become very popular. We had showers and nice clean bathrooms, an attractive
interior enhanced by tall ceilings with skylights and with 2 movement rooms, all of which
most other yoga or massage places did not have. Soon other competitors showed up and
some followed our lead. We had lots of physically active yoga classes at the popular
times (Ashtanga, Iyengar, Vinyasa Flow, etc.) and that was what the San
Francisco community seemed to desire. We also had wonderful experienced yoga
teachers … as well as many committed yoga students who went on to become well
respected teachers themselves (Charu Rachlis, Jason Crandell, Chrisandra Fox, Deb
Burkman, Thomas Fortel, Kari Marble, et.al.).
What a wonderful combination it all turned out to be! Massage clients became yoga
students and vice versa. The quietude of classes worked well with the same need for
quiet during massage/bodywork. In addition, we had unusual “walls” between our two
yoga rooms and the main hall … in the form of canvas drapes (a creative solution for a
unique place). Therefore, people were encouraged to speak softly -- quietude became the
“watch word”. It felt ideal for going inward and finding a place for rest and rejuvenation
in this busy world.

Along the way The Mindful Body became a center for a wonderful community of likeminded individuals who became friends and respected colleagues … among the
employees of The Mindful Body as well as including the students and clients. I have
heard many employees and clients/students comment over the years about how they look
forward to coming to The Mindful Body as a “safe and calming place of refuge”. It has
been heartwarming for me to see these clients, students, employees and staff come and go
and return again, many who have been with The Mindful Body for long periods of time some for more than 20 years!
Over time, it became apparent that in order to remain profitable and viable it was
necessary to utilize the ”space” more efficiently and more frequently. So we began to
expand the number of massage rooms from 4 to 10 and to rent out rooms to “likeminded” practitioners (like Mary Ann Molnar, a Physical Therapist who preferred to call
herself “MA” - thus the name for one of our massage rooms). We also found that it was
important to have Yoga teachers in multiple time and day-of-the-week spots, creating
opportunities for students with varying schedules to come to The Mindful Body
frequently and consistently.
Jaime Goodman (who started out with The Mindful Body as a valued massage therapist)
started to grow her business as an acupuncturist by renting space/rooms from The
Mindful Body. This blended very well with what we were doing and a wonderful
partnership was born. (Her specialty in prenatal acupuncture particularly paired well
with our pre/post natal yoga and massage program (with the Kari Marble as a major
contributor).
3. The uniqueness and product differentiation:
My overriding goal was always to provide a safe and nurturing space both for our clients/
students and our teachers, therapists and staff … with caring and understanding in a fast
paced and competitive world. Perhaps, that is one of the differentiating aspects of The
Mindful Body.
My experience with so many Yoga and other classes was and is that the teachers tell us
what we are doing wrong … rather than encouraging us in a direction which feels and is
good for us. Along the way, I have met many "Ashtanga or Iyengar Police" … and my
body hurt after classes in which I was “pushing’ myself and being pushed beyond what
was safe and helpful (sometimes with “rough”, inappropriate or unsafe adjustments/
comments by the teachers).
I have a great appreciation for how we as humans have a need to be heard, listened to and
nurtured -- so many of us have self esteem issues. I believe that we need lots of kindness
in our lives and we need a safe place to calm our busy minds, to focus on our breath and
bodies in order to recharge our psyche … to find a place of peacefulness. I wanted this to

be an important part of The Mindful Body’s core values.
My original goal was to create a self sustaining center where the wonderful
teachers, therapists and staff were valued, paid well and had an environment conducive to
exploring ideas about health and healing as well as growing their careers. It turned out
that one of these goals - to be paid well - was not so easily implemented. The challenges
for a small business in an environment of escalating rents and increasing regulations, was
frequently bumping up against the goal of being a self sustaining business. Intense
competition from the numerous new Yoga and Massage establishments added another
element of challenge.
Perhaps our varying successes relate to the overriding sense of calm and quietude, and
the friendly, caring and nurturing attitude of our teachers, therapists, and staff. The
challenge for me has always been about offering these attributes while not “turning off”
the great majority of our population, a population who live in a competitive and goal
oriented world where speed, multitasking and winning are so strongly rewarded.
4: What I learned through this experience:
First and foremost, I believe in the importance of establishing the vision/mission/goals of
any organization … and to be clear about the steps that it will take to get there. Remind
oneself of that mission over and over again. Check it for reality, in light of real-time
experience and feedback from employees and customers and be willing to modify the
mission if necessary.
Secondly, I believe that the success of any organization is all about the people …teachers,
therapists and staff. So:
•

Find responsible, consistent, reliable, thoughtful, caring and competent
people who are committed to the mission/vision.

•

Let go of the people who are constantly challenging to manage and who
take the most time to deal with … and let them go early on. If not, they
will take management time that can be used in more important areas and
may affect the morale of others

•

Spend enough time to “vet” the newly hired people. This will reap
rewards over the medium and long term. It costs a lot of time and
money to replace someone.

•

Provide clear guidelines to the people who help achieve one’s mission
… and keep checking to see if they are supporting that mission.

•

Separate responsibilities so that no one has exclusive and full access
both to distribute jobs as well as to protect financial assets (cash,
checking and savings accounts, etc.). Change the security “codes”
often. “Trust in Spirit, et.al. …but … tie your horse to the fence post.”

Thirdly, ask for help!
•
•
•

•

You can’t do it alone! Surround yourself with good people and trusted
advisors.
Listen to employees … and develop access to the internal “grapevine”
Delegate authority and responsibility - with accountability. Again, you
can not do it alone … and there are plenty of good ideas from the
people who are working with students and clients day to day. This
approach also enhances the morale of employees who feels trusted …
and are not constantly having someone looking over their shoulders,
telling them what to do and not do, or feeling as though they have to
“check with the boss” for every detail. (Naturally, this includes giving
everyone clear information so they can make decisions on their own
knowing that management will support them).
Listen to your customers … encourage feedback. Develop relationships
with a few customers who will be honest with you and are “reasonable”
from a business point of view as well as a philosophical viewpoint.

Lastly, be aware of what the competition is doing but do not necessarily follow or react to
what they do. Take time to reflect and to “respond” after thoughtful reflection.
… and remember to go inside yourself and listen to your “inner guide”… while
constantly doing reality checks.

https://www.yogitimes.com/review/the-mindful-body-yoga-studios-san-francisco
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the mindful body
by lisa maria
Reviews| Yoga Studios & Centers | Yoga Studios | San Francisco

san francisco’s yoga oasis

Walking into the spacious loft-like atmosphere of The Mindful Body in San Francisco, the
sounds and shuffle of California Street fade away. I feel instantly transported into a realm of
tranquility, safety and love. The heavy, dark beams of wood framing the entrance offer me a
grounding comfort, the delicate white orchid at the front desk soothes my eyes, and the warm
smiles of greeting open my heart. Ficus trees, rubber plants, Bonsais…these touches of greenery
throughout the space link me to the natural world, automatically slowing my pace and my breath.
Flooded with a canopy of sunshine from the many skylights that punctuate the 20-foot high
ceilings, The Mindful Body is a sanctuary for personal healing via yoga and bodywork. They
offer a full roster of yoga classes in their two studios; styles include Ashtanga, Hatha Flow, Yin,
Beginning, Pranayama and Meditation, Prenatal, Restorative and Community classes. Rates are
extremely reasonable—a drop in class is $14—and you can purchase a membership that offers
further discounts on classes and bodywork. A wide range of bodywork (Trigger Point Therapy,
Reiki, Tui Na, Shiatsu, Sports Massage and Pregnancy Massage) and Acupuncture are offered in
their nine massage rooms with names like Om and Harmony.
In 1994, founder and owner Roy Bergmann decided to open a yoga center that embraced
complementary healing modalities in order to fully free the body, mind and emotions. A former
investment banker and New Yorker, Bergmann was burned out from stress and back pain, and
also struggling with the challenges of divorce. An avid lifelong athlete, Bergmann found yoga in
the ‘80s as a natural evolution of his spiritual and healing quest. He studied at Esalen, becoming
a massage therapist, then studied Bikram Yoga and became a teacher.
Five years ago, his daughter Hillary Bergmann stepped up to the challenge of learning the family
business. She greets me with a wide smile, her sleek strawberry blonde hair swinging around her
face, her bright blue eyes full of warmth. She shares her father’s motivation for opening The

Mindful Body. “He saw how yoga and bodywork changed his life and decided he should do it for
a living,” she says. “His mission has been self-responsible health, the creation of a space of
warm, welcoming energy and laughter. He feels that life should be enjoyed.”
Though today Hillary is the picture of glowing health, that wasn’t always so. She was sixteen
when her father opened the studio and even though she grew up learning about health, receiving
bodywork from her dad and learning about yoga, she became anorexic. She went through her
own healing journey at The Mindful Body. Through the gradual integration of yoga into her life,
she became more in touch with her body. “Yoga has been nurturing, strengthening and healing
for me—all at the same time—I am loving it!”

Photography by shiva das

Speaking to the dovetailing of yoga and bodywork, Hillary offers The Mindful Body belief that
“it’s about letting the tension release fully. Sometimes you need to have someone help you do
it—you can’t just do it on your own. We hold a lot of emotions in our body, so when you’re
getting bodywork, it not only releases your muscles, but your emotions.” She laughs, eyes
crinkling, “It’s wonderful to see someone floating out of a massage!”
The reception area is welcoming; tastefully stocked with nearly 100% organic and eco-friendly
retail items such as Jade mats, locally-made Strega Dia chakra oils, and Von Natur bodycare

products. A selection of books, T-shirts (one of my favorites was a tank emblazoned with
“Emotionally Available”) and yoga props are also available for purchase.
Today, at the age of 65, Roy Bergmann still teaches regularly, though he’s given up his
bodywork practice. A member of the Dolphin Club, Bergmann swims in the San Francisco Bay
sans wetsuit, and practices yoga every day. His back pain from twenty years ago? It never
returned.
Although the senior Bergmann still oversees the big picture of The Mindful Body, Bergmann
junior helps run the day-to-day operation of the studio (along with yoga manager Maile Sivert,
massage manager Ron Nestor and front desk managers Dustin Toshiyuki and Kate Lumsden).
Hillary’s voice, sweet and musical, hums with gratitude: “I have a dream partnership with so
many great people. I feel so lucky to be working with all these great energies…one of our goals
is to be a place where teachers and therapists can grow and have a place where they can spread
their wings.”
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Regina Dick-Endrizzi
Office of Small Business
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 110
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Nomination of The Plough and Stars to the Legacy Business Registry

Dear Director Regina Dick-Endrizzi:

I am excited to nominate The Plough and Stars to the San Francisco Legacy Business Registry. The Plough
and Stars, an Irish pub, has provided live music and entertainment on Clement Street for over 40 years.
Founded in 1975, The Plough and Stars is known for its homey atmosphere and live music. Often
featuring traditional Celtic tunes, The Plough and Stars also showcases folk, bluegrass, and country
music. Known for these live performances, an intimate atmosphere, and friendly bartenders, it is no
surprise that The Plough and Stars has been named by SF Weekly as San Francisco’s Best Irish Pub.

As one of a handful of live music venues in our neighborhood, the Plough and Stars remains a vibrant
part of the San Francisco music scene and an integral part of the fabric of the neighborhood I also had
the pleasure of recognizing Plough and Stars as an honoree as part of the 2017 Small Business Week; the
business is deeply rooted in the neighborhood hosting many community-serving events.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lee Fewer

THE PLOUGH AND STARS
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of
all other locations.
The Plough and Stars (“the Plough”) is an Irish pub and live music venue that first opened its
doors on Friday April 30, 1975, at 116 Clement Street in the Richmond District. From the first
day the Plough and Stars opened, it promoted two threads that have continued to weave
throughout its history: traditional Irish music and community philanthropy and outreach. The
name “the Plough and Stars” comes from a famous play written about the Easter Rising of 1916
by the Irish writer, Sean O’Casey.
The original owner of the Plough and Stars, Bob Heaney, operated the business from its
opening day until 1981, when the current owner, Sean Heaney took over. Bob Heaney was a
businessman who was also the original owner of the Starry Plough located in Berkeley. The
Plough and Stars has remained at the same location in San Francisco for over 40 years.
Sean Heaney immigrated to San Francisco in the early 1980s along with an influx of other Irish
immigrants. As a former bar owner in Ireland, Sean missed the connection he had to Irish
traditional music back home. When Sean took over the Plough and Stars, he continued and
significantly expanded the tradition of live Irish music at the establishment.
For the past 36 years that Sean has operated the business, he has provided Irish music seisiúns
every Tuesday and Sunday evening. A seisiún is an informal gatherings of musicians who come
together and play traditional music together. The seisiúns at the Plough and Stars are typically
led by two people while everyone else is welcome to come and join in. Often, many people join
us as they are passing through town to either listen in while drinking a fresh pint of Guinness or
to take their pint to the round table and sit in the circle among those playing and give it a go.
In earlier years, the Plough and Stars was heavily involved in the Celtic Festival at Fort Mason
that ran for many years.
Currently, the Plough and Stars host events put on by the Irish American Crossroads Festival
which aims to celebrate and expose Irish literature, culture and music. The festival is now
entering its fifteenth year of operation. Sean currently sits on the advisory board for the
festival.

b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco
for more than six months?
During its years of operations, the Plough and Stars has never ceased its operations at any point
for more than six months.
c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.
Since Sean Heaney took over, his wife Lisa McLaughlin and he have operated it as a family
business. Their two children, Eoin and Elena, now work there as well. Both Eoin and Elena help
book musicians and manage all of the major events held at the Plough. Eoin is presently in the
process of taking over managerial duties.
d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.
Following is the ownership history of the Plough and Stars:
1975-1981:
Bob Heaney
1981-Present:
Sean Heaney
e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the
business prior to current ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please
use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the
existence of the business prior to current ownership.
Documentation is included in the Legacy Business Registry application.
f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.
The property was built in 1905. Photographs of the building prior to 1975 exist in the Western
Neighborhood Project photo archive. The building served as a French laundry prior to 1975.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
Since 1981, the Plough and Stars has been a central location for newly arrived Irish immigrants
to network for jobs, housing, music and romance. The bar was a gathering place for Irish
immigrants who were forced to leave Ireland during the severe economic recession of the
1980s. Many immigrants were drawn to the Richmond District due to its historically Irish

population, and the Plough and Stars was known as a gathering place. Irish immigrants and
existing Irish people met to look for work, play music and join a community. Many of the people
that found the beginning of their life in America at the Plough still continue to patronize the
establishment.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
The Plough and Stars has become a well-known live music venue for both local and touring
artists. Not only is the Plough known for Irish traditional music, but for all music genres.
The Plough and Stars has been host to CD release parties, plays, book releases and readings.
Once a week, the Plough hosts the local branch of Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann, a worldwide
nonprofit organization dedicated to preserving and fostering the traditions of Ireland through
music, song, dance, storytelling and language. They hold their weekly set dance classes at the
pub.
As the Richmond district has changed, so has the Plough and Stars. While it continues to offer
Irish music and dancing, the Plough has broadened its offering of music to include everything
from Zydeco to Bluegrass. The bar now hosts numerous Bluegrass shows every month. Shelby
Ash, music promoter and business owner of the Music Store in West Portal, hosts monthly
shows including the “The Hardly Strictly Bluegrass After Party” during the weekend of the
Bluegrass Festival in Golden Gate Park. For many years, neighborhood locals Jeanne and Chuck
Poling have hosted a “Bluegrass Country Jam” on the first Wednesday of every month.
In earlier years, the Plough and Stars was heavily involved in the Celtic Festival at Fort Mason
that ran for many years and exposed Bay Area residents to an array of traditional musicians
from all over the world. The Plough and Stars became the venue for unofficial “Celtic Monday”
where musicians like Martin Hayes and and Sharon Shannon would gather together to play.
Currently, the Plough and Stars hosts events put on by the Irish American Crossroads Festival, a
citywide event that aims to celebrate and expose Irish literature, culture and music. Sean serves
as the music advisor for Crossroads. Some of the musical events have included musician and
folklorist Mick Moloney with Athena Tergis and Chicago fiddle player Liz Carroll.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?
Throughout the years, the Plough and Stars has been recognized for many things. One
important honor was the “Gold Standard Award” from Guinness for recognition of the
achievement of the highest possible standards of quality dispense, pouring and presentation of
a pint. The Plough and Stars was named “Best Irish Pub” by SF Weekly in 2004 and also on the
list of “21 Best Irish Pubs in America” via Thrillist. In 2001, Irish Music Magazine featured an
article on the Plough saying, “The Plough and the Stars is no apple juice and cookies listening

room. It’s a raucous, hobnailed boot, pint for punt dancing and meeting place for its patrons.”
In 2008, TG4, the Irish language television channel located in Galway, broadcast its annual Gallic
Christmas Show from the Plough and Stars. The show featured local, Irish and international
musicians. It was aired throughout Ireland. The Plough has also been featured in the San
Francisco magazine 7x7, the San Francisco Chronicle on numerous occasions and the Richmond
Review. Most recently, Sean Heaney was named the District 1 Honoree for Small Business Week
in San Francisco.
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
A number of musicians have performed at the Plough, both formally (as a performance that has
been arranged, booked and advertised) and informally (a musician or band that has dropped in
after a show or while visiting San Francisco). Some of the more famous Irish drop-ins have
included Van Morrison, who played a solo gig that he quietly arranged with Sean. Other dropins have included the Chieftans, Hothouse Flowers, the Waterboys, George Thoroughgood,
Jethro Tull, Michael Flatley, Mary Black, Christy Moore, Jimmy McCarthy, Donal Lunny and the
Lord Mayor of Dublin. Some more well-known acts that have been booked at the Plough are
Martin Hayes, Sharon Shannon, Michael Flatley, Stocktons Wing, Begley and Cooney, Sean
Turrell, Old Blind Dogs, Mary Jane Lamont, Paddy Keenan, Andy Irvine, Andrew McNamara,
Jimmy Crowley and Stokers Lodge, Green Shine, Dervish, Danu, Full Set, Beoga, Altan, Gerry
OBeirne, Kevin Burke, Lunasa, Joe Burke and Anne Conroy, Joanie Madden, Niamh Parsons,
Tony MacMahon, Kevin Burke, Frankie Gavin, Gerry O’Connor, the Kennelly Dancers and many
more. Many, many local U.S. artists have played in the Plough as well, including the Rattlecans,
Anju’s Blue Eyes, Culann’s Hounds, Walshy and Westy, Gasmen, Kyle Thayer, Muddy Roses, Hot
Buttered Rum, Stow Lake, the legendary James King, the Earl Brothers, Austin String Band, Leo
Rondeau and many others.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
Sean and his wife Lisa have lived in the Richmond district for 31 years. The Richmond district
was where they raised their two children, Eoin and Elena, and began their lives together. Lisa
has been an elementary school teacher at Alamo Elementary on 23rd Avenue since 1999. Both
their children attended their neighborhood public schools and continue to live their lives as
Richmond district residents.
As an active member in his community, Sean has often hosted fundraisers and benefits at the
Plough and Stars for both local and national organizations. The Plough has hosted benefits for
everything from the Haight Ashbury Childcare Center to 9/11 First Responders. Most recently,
the Plough hosted the Sanctuary Seisiúns for the ACLU. The Plough and Stars has always been a
welcoming, open host to many different causes. We have included posters and articles in the
Legacy application to accompany this.
As Richmond district parents, Sean and Lisa have always made sure the Plough was available to
the local public schools for their fundraising needs. From raffle ticket sales to auction items, and

often being the venue for the event, the Plough is often the place for parents to come together
for their community school and raise money.
The Plough is the only venue in San Francisco that provides weekly opportunities to play and
pass on traditional Irish music and dance. The community of seisiún musicians in the Plough are
known to many in the neighborhood. The commitment to these traditions is a significant one,
as the music is learned from the experience of musicians playing together. Seisiún songs are
taught through the leading of one musician while everyone else comes in and follows once they
know the tune. The Plough and Stars has been a place for generations to pass on songs from
their respective counties and families. People often come in on seisiún nights having never even
heard of such an event happening and come in time and time again in awe of the music.
The Plough and Stars is a wonderful resource for Irish traditional seisiúns, regular gigs and set
dancing. Through the decades, it has been the place to be in touch with the local Irish and
Richmond district community. Like the music that drives it, the pub provides a wonderful
opportunity for people to connect and reconnect whether it’s through the music or the
neighborhood.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
When reflecting on the community the Plough and Stars serves, it is hard to pinpoint one group
of people. Originally serving directly to the Irish immigrant community, it has developed a
following by Irish Americans, musicians of all walks, writers, Richmond district residents and
lovers of Irish culture. It has become a meeting place for generations of families, and we often
have people telling our staff that they are here because their parents had their first date here,
their fathers took their first drinks here while their mothers recovered from labor at CPMC, or
they've been told this is where to go for the best Guinness. The Plough has always been known
as a place where someone can arrive as a stranger and leave with newly made friends. We
welcome people from around the world and the Bay Area as they come to get a taste of
authentic Irish culture.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
The building is not associated with a culturally significant building/structure/object/interior.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
If the Plough and Stars no longer existed in the Richmond District, it would be a loss for many. It
has always been a place for anyone to come, dates to meet, couples to cut their wedding cake,
parents to buy their child their first legal drink, and people to have a quick beer while they
await their reservation at a neighboring restaurant. Of all those things, it is so much more. It

has been the beacon of Irish culture throughout the Bay Area. It has been the lifeline of Irish
traditional music on the West Coast for over 40 years.

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
The Plough and Stars is an established Richmond district business known to many residents as
“The Plough.” For over 40 years, it has served as a Richmond quintessential gathering place for
its customers. The long, dark, wood bar displays detailed craftsmanship, perfect to house the
original art, signage and historical posters that tell the history and culture of Ireland. The small
wooden stage at the end, surrounded by pictures of past and present musicians that have
played over the years, welcome the next act. Amongst the seating, you will often find the only
round table in the whole bar is occupied by a group of musicians. Many have been coming to
that round table every week for over 30 years, and for some it is their first time. At the bar, of
course, is where the Guinness is poured. Guinness glasses are stacked in front of the taps,
gleaming under the light. The vintage Guinness handles pour the perfect pint. Oftentimes, the
person behind the bar has an Irish accent and greets patrons in a friendly manor. It is all these
characteristics that make the Plough the bar that it is.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
In order to maintain the historical traditions that define the Plough and Stars, it is imperative
that we continue to be a venue for live music. Live music is what has drawn so many of our
customers and so many musicians from near and far to come in and hear the players. Sean's
passion lies in the music and he has built his business to house that passion. Without the
Plough, so much of Irish culture would have no home in San Francisco. It has been built to serve
artists and welcome guests. Second to that, is our commitment to our reputation for the
“perfect pint” of Guinness that we serve. Each employee is trained meticulously by Sean
himself on how to pour the perfect pint in both taste and presentation.
c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
From the outside, the Plough and Stars has all the characteristics of a classic Irish pub. It has
Celtic designs and signage that have all been hand painted. Upon entrance, you're greeted by a
long dark bar and ample seating. Inside the bar, there are framed posters from the Celtic
Festival and other pieces of art and signage depicting Irish history. By the stage, there are

countless photographs taken by Sean himself of all the many musicians that have played upon
that tiny stage over the years.
d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the
current owner has maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business,
including craft, culinary, or art forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or
materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to current
ownership.
Not applicable.

http://www.sfweekly.com/best-of-san-francisco/best-irish-pub/

Best Irish Pub
Wed May 19th, 2004
Best Irish Pub
The greatest thing about a good Irish pub is its congenial, courtly, somber, gregarious,
witty, sentimental, surly, musical, poteen-fueled ambience, and the Plough is all of that
in a beaker of brew. From the sidewalk out front one can hear the sound of clinking
glass, ruttish laughter, and the occasional angry expletive. The pub's long, dark,
scarred-wood interior features a small stage on which Irish music is performed almost
every night of the week, including step-dancing, if you like that sort of thing, and there's
a jukebox that plays Christy Moore, Michael Cooney, and U2 between times. Pool and
darts are available for the athletically inclined, and when the fog rolls through the
Avenues, you might as well be in Ballybunion of a November's eve. Most important, the
affable barkeeps know how to serve up an ebon Guinness with a creamy head at cellar
temperature or even a Harp or a Magner's if you're so disposed. Also available are
Bushmill's, Jameson, and Redbreast whiskey from the Old Sod for those especially
somber, or congenial, evenings.
Location Info
Plough & Stars
116 Clement,
San Francisco
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Slim’s Historical Narrative
Criterion 1
a. Provide a short history of the business.
Opened in 1988 by legendary R&B artist Boz Scaggs, Slim's is a live music nightclub dedicated
to providing the public with excellent service, a friendly atmosphere, good food & drinks, and
the finest of American Roots music, Blues, R&B, Cajun/Zydeco, Jazz, Alternative, Metal, HipHop, Pop and more.
Over the years, owners have come and gone from Slim’s, however the current ownership
consists of 17 individuals in a corporate structure, some notable such as the late Warren
Hellman, Nion McAvoy, Roger McNamee, and Frank Caufield. The business has been located
on 11th Street in the South of Market neighborhood since its inception in 1988.
When Slim’s first opened, the majority of musical acts were of the R&B and Blues varieties,
however currently it offers all types of music including Punk, Metal, Hip-Hop, and Folk, catering
to a large variety of tastes. Originally, Slim’s was able to keep its windows open and let the
music ring throughout the neighborhood, however, new developments in the SoMa
neighborhood have made this less of a possibility. Despite this, Slim’s continues to be a
longstanding venue in the neighborhood as it changes around it.
Slim’s has been an active member of the 11th Street community since its opening. Slim’s hosts
benefits and local club operator gatherings at its location, and has catered to local activists,
politicians, and community outreach meetings with the Southern Station as well. Its staff has
always been heavily made up of San Franciscans living in the local community who are
dedicated to the music scene that is hosted at Slim’s.
With regards to the LGBT community in San Francisco, Slim’s has been an active supporter
since its inception. During the late 2000s, Bob Mould of Hüsker Dü and Sugar would host and
DJ dance parties geared towards the bear community, usually in coordination with the Folsom
Street Fair, also a popular SoMa event. Slim’s also hosted Terrance Alan’s “Faux Queen
Pageant,” a local drag show popular with the San Francisco LGBT community, for 10 years.
Apart from touring bands and aforementioned themed nights, Slim’s also hosts a number of high
school proms and serves as a venue for local battle of the bands competitions, which provides a
space for local musicians to attract an audience and perform. Slim’s has been a venue in the
SoMa community since 1988 and continues to be a venue where people of all backgrounds can
attend a show and listen to their favorite music, as well as partake in greater community events.
b. Describe the ownership history. Is the business a family owned business? If so, give the
generational history of the business.
Slim’s originally was owned by R&B artist Boz Scaggs and Frank Caufield in 1988, along with
smaller minority owners such as Ray Etzler (Manager of Carlos Santana), Bob Brown (Manager

of Huey Lewis and the News), Jack Hobday (also a restaurant partner of Boz Scaggs at the Blue
Light Café in the Marina District), and Phil Kiely (who became part owner as the general
contractor of Slim’s upon its opening).
The current ownership consists of both the original owners, in addition to several new owners
once Slim’s acquired the Great American Music Hall. At this point several minority owners
came in including Warren Hellman, Nion McAvoy, Roger McNamee, Joe Tobin, Jonathan
Nelson, William Hearst, Larry Brilliant, and several others. There is also a Board of Directors,
which includes Dennis Juarez, Vice President and Secretary, and Dana Smith, President and
Treasurer, who oversee the management of the venue.
c. If the business is between 20-29 years old, explain why the business, if not included in the
Registry, would face a significant risk of displacement.
Slim’s has reached its 30-year milestone in 2018. It has been a central contributor to the San
Francisco music community as a venue and event space since it opened. The Western SoMa
neighborhood is currently undergoing an extreme amount of new development, including the
new construction of condos and apartments for lease, which is driving up property prices in the
immediate area. This influx of new residents, often from outside of San Francisco, is not
necessarily connected to the music community of Slim’s, and therefore does not always
recognize the significance of the venue. The goal is to help solidify the venue space that Slim’s
has been located in since it was founded.
Criterion 2
a. Describe the business’s contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
The club is located in the South of Market district of San Francisco, a hub of nightlife in the city,
within easy access of parking and public transportation. The SoMa community has always had
an industrial identity, as well as a leather-themed LGBT identity. The industrial warehouse
venue that caters to the LGBT community, as well as the larger San Francisco music scene and
national and international-touring musician scene, makes Slim’s an invaluable asset to the SoMa
community. Many touring artists associate performing in San Francisco with Slim’s and the
SoMa neighborhood.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the City,
or the business industry?
Slim's has been voted Best Bar & Club, Best Sound and Best Music Venue many times
throughout the years by publications like Pollstar Magazine and the San Francisco Chronicle, the
San Francisco Guardian, SF Weekly, and has played host to artists such as Radiohead, Kings of
Leon, X and Prince. Other notable events Slim’s has hosted are: Dogstar (Keanu Reeves’ band),
an HBO Special featuring Sandra Bernhard, Toots and the Maytals performing with Bonnie
Raitt, and a Metallica fan club concert, (with each member arriving in a separate limousine due
to an internal band feud).

Slim’s has also played host to numerous local events such as the Faux Queen Pageant, Blowoff
(a bear-friendly LGBT dance party), Supervisor Jane Kim’s State Senate election party, a pop-up
restaurant series featuring local restauranteurs, local battle of the bands competitions, and
memorials for local community members such as Jim Meko, owner of Great Impressions and the
South of Market Leadership Council, and chairman of the Western South of Market Citizens
Planning Task Force, and SOMBA. Slim’s has also hosted benefits for causes such as the Clean
Water Benefit for Flint, Michigan, the Surfrider Foundation, and Bryan Stow, a Giants fan who
was assaulted by Dodgers fans in Los Angeles and subsequently rendered paraplegic, sparking
national media attention.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, historical documents?
Slim’s has been mentioned in many local and national media outlets, as well as music business
trade publications. Some of these include the San Francisco Chronicle, SF Weekly, San
Francisco Guardian, East Bay Express, and music trade publications Pollstar, Spin, and Rolling
Stone Magazine. Slim’s has also been featured in numerous local media stations through
interviews with personalities such Amber Lee of KTVU TV, as well as KPOO, KFOG, KPFA,
and Live 105.
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
The original owner Boz Scaggs is a very significant R&B guitarist and singer, who has recorded
numerous platinum albums. Other notable artists that have performed at Slim’s include Prince,
Metallica, David Bowie, King of Leon, Nirvana, Pearl Jam, Patti Smith, Snoop Dogg, Chris
Isaak, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Los Lobos, Albert King, Solomon Burke, Sheryl Crow, Dick Dale,
Green Day, Faith No More, and many more.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
Slim’s has hosted many community-minded events as well and maintains a commitment to
hiring from the local community. Some of these local events include the Faux Queen Pageant,
and 11th Street club owners meetings that address neighborhood events and happenings such as
gentrification, crime, development, and generally will include an officer from the Southern
Station and a representative from the Entertainment Commission as well. Slim’s also plays host
to local high school proms and battle of the bands competitions for local musicians. One annual
tradition occurs on April 20, when owner Roger McNamee’s band Moonalice hosts a “Gathering
of the Tribe,” which attracts San Francisco’s aging but ever present hippie community. Another
local tradition held at Slim’s is the Christmas Eve performances by the Oakland Interfaith Gospel
Choir Ensemble. These events help demonstrate Slim’s commitment to the SoMa community
residents and merchants, as well as budding young musicians in the area.

f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
Slim’s serves an extremely diverse community at its venue, with crowds ranging from all parts of
the Bay Area as well as all ages. In a given week, Slim’s can host an extremely wide variety of
acts ranging from Heavy Metal to teenage YouTube/Disney stars, to Punk Rock, to Hip-Hop, to
LGBT, to Psychedelic shows. Events at Slim’s are largely focused on the band/performer that is
scheduled for the night and provide for a very diverse array of patrons from SoMa and beyond.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant building/structure/site/ object/or
interior?
The warehouse in which Slim’s is located is listed on the National Historic Preservation
Registry. The warehouse, which occupies half of the block between Folsom and Harrison Streets
is the site of the former Jackson Brewery, a famous San Francisco-based brewing company that
predates the San Francisco Earthquake of 1906.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
Slim’s provides the SoMa community with a myriad of different services and is a key business
on the 11th Street entertainment corridor. Aside from hosting shows, Slim’s also attracts patrons
to other local businesses including Ted’s Market (where deli platters for performing bands are
purchased), SoMa StrEat Food Park, and DNA Lounge, all frequented by Slim’s staff and
patrons. It is also a performance space that attracts musicians and bands nationally and
internationally, as it is an extremely popular venue and nightclub. Without such a space, many
touring artists would have to compete for limited space at other venues throughout the Bay Area.
This type of venue that caters to such a diverse crowd can be seen as an invaluable asset to the
SoMa community and San Francisco as a whole, as it provides performance space and gathering
space for a myriad of different communities that otherwise might not have a place to convene.
Criterion 3
a. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions that
define the business? (e.g. business model, goods and services, craft, culinary, or art forms)
Slim’s commitment to the performance community is part tradition part pragmatism. As a
performance venue, Slim’s is dedicated to maintaining the traditions of a classic music venue,
however it also follows current music trends in order to attract new crowds and expand its
portfolio of performers. The club has evolved over the years from an exclusively R&B and Blues
venue, to accommodating a wide variety of genres including Punk Heavy Metal, Folk, Hip-Hop,
Pop and YouTube/Disney stars. This healthy mix of performers ensures that Slim’s has a varied
and diverse crowd, extending across various ages, genders and ethnicities, as well as provides a
space for performers to display their talents, which is the definition of a true music venue.

b. Describe any special exterior and interior physical characteristics of the space occupied by the
business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural details, neon signs, etc.).
The premises consist of an open floor on our main level. At one end of the floor is our
performance stage. At the other end we have a small balcony with table seating for 30 where
guests may sit and relax by ordering one of our Dinner & Admission tickets, which comes with a
3-course prix fixe dinner. Our bar runs the length of the floor in an "L" shape. The decor is
simple and tasteful, with chandeliers, brick walls, and a bar inspired by the facades of several
New Orleans manors.

Boz Scaggs'
nightclub Slim's 20 years old
Joel Selvin
Published Sunday, November 2, 2008

Image 1
Boz Scaggs performs during a private party held to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
Slims on Tuesday, October 14, 2008 in San Francisco, Calif.
Photo: Lea Suzuki, The Chronicle

Rock star Boz Scaggs wanted to open the R&B nightclub of his dreams. He found some
high-powered partners and took over a vacant South of Market restaurant called the
Warehouse, where he threw a New Year's Eve bash before closing it to remodel. It
would be nine months before the doors opened again, and when they did, the place was
called Slim's and Scaggs rocked the room before an invited crowd, backed by Texas
guitar slinger Anson Funderburgh and Huey Lewis on harmonica.
When something starts, it's never really possible to know how long it's going to last, but
20 years later Scaggs was back on the same stage, before another invited crowd,
celebrating the joint's 20th anniversary last month. Time flies when you don't know what
you're doing.
During the first few years, the club hewed close to its original vision. Slim's used to keep
a house band on retainer, and a procession of R&B and soul greats traipsed across the
stage. Slowly, the realities of the nightclub business entered the picture and, before
long, the club was presenting everything from wild-eyed punk rockers to jazz greats. In
2002, the partnership acquired a second operation, the Great American Music Hall.
Since then, from behind her desk at Slim's, Dawn Holliday, the clubs' general manager,
has presided over one of the most successful nightclub operations in San Francisco
history. It has not only outlasted virtually all of its competitors, but also entire genres of
popular music.
Here's a look back at some of the highlights
Sept. 16, 1988
Katie Webster, Anson Funderburgh, Delbert McClinton and Presidio Slim (a.k.a. Boz
Scaggs) open the club. Johnny Taylor played the next night.
Oct. 30, 1988
Sun Ra and his Arkestra lead the entire crowd on a Halloween parade out of the club
and down 11th Street.
Dec. 24, 1988
First Christmas Eve concert by Oakland Interfaith Gospel Choir, a Slim's tradition ever
since.
March 11, 1989
Blues great Albert King visits.
Oct. 12, 1989
The first Pigskin and Blues - Monday night TV and club house band, the Solid Senders,
for three bucks.
Dec. 16, 1989
First Jonathan Richman show on Dawn Holliday's birthday, a club tradition ever since.

March 17, 1990
In a performance that Holliday remembers as one of the most moving in the club's
history, Marianne Faithfull reduces club sound mixer Louie Beeson to tears.
April 20, 1991
Scaggs sits in with the recently reformed Booker T. and the MGs.
April 24, 1991
Huey Lewis and the News and Rickie Lee Jones play a benefit for Bread and Roses.
Aug. 17, 1991
The electricity goes down on 11th Street during the show, but Mary Chapin Carpenter
gives her keyboard player an accordion and they carry on from the bar in the center of
the room.
Sept. 12, 1991
Tin Machine, David Bowie's dreadful side project, plays a private party for the National
Association of Broadcasters conventioneers and clears the room in three numbers.
Feb. 21, 1992
King of the surf guitar Dick Dale makes the first live appearance of his career outside
Southern California.
March 25, 1992
Alison Krauss, 20, plays the club for the first time.
Sept. 19, 1992
Scaggs, Junior Wells and others cover medical expenses for blues great and club
namesake Sunnyland Slim.
Oct. 10, 1992
Steve Miller sits in with Curtis Salgado.
May 13, 1993
Under the name Dr. David Gunn, Pearl Jam plays a benefit. Eddie Vedder and Dave
Grohl play catch with club dog Buster in the alley.
Feb. 27, 1993
A recovered Sunnyland Slim finally plays the club.
May 20, 1993
Green Day pays to replace onstage carpets it ruined.

June 8, 1993

Beat poets Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Diane di Prima and others raise money for the Poets
Emergency Fund.
July 11, 1993
With "Creep" on the radio, Radiohead sells out the band's first San Francisco
appearance.
Oct. 21, 1993
No Doubt opens for the Dance Hall Crashers.
Nov. 9, 1993
On a two-night double bill with Lemonheads, Hole lead vocalist Courtney Love spends
the weekend wandering around backstage in her slip, fighting over the phone with her
husband, Kurt Cobain.
April 18, 1994
The first S.F. appearance by Beck, originally booked at out-of-the-way Olive Oyl's on
the waterfront, moves to Slim's.
June 19, 1994
Sheryl Crow makes her first San Francisco appearance.
Aug. 13, 1995
First of three sold-out, ecstatic performances over the years by Dogstar, the famously
bad rock band featuring Keanu Reeves. A bomb scare brings police to the club.
Sept. 4, 1995
Patti Smith makes her return to performance reading poetry and singing a couple of
tentative songs, backed only by bass player Tony Shanahan.
Nov. 4, 1995
Offbeat rockers the Beat Farmers play their last Slim's date. Lead vocalist Country Dick
Montana dies days later.
Nov. 12, 1995
Caterer Jose Yanez joins the staff; his mole sauce has since become legendary in
music circles.
March 29, 1996
Bowie plays a "Breakfast With Bennett" Live 105 broadcast from the club.
Sept. 10, 1996
Metallica plays an invitation-only show for fan club. Chris Isaak watches from the
balcony.
Nov. 26, 1996

British dance-rock band Kula Shaker, which disappeared without a trace within months,
plays; it was one of Holliday's favorite shows.
April 27, 1997
First appearance by cult favorites Built to Spill, still playing the club regularly.
Feb. 6, 1998
Front door boss Bob Johnson turns away R.E.M.'s Mike Mills from a sold-out
Whiskeytown show.
April 6, 1998
A pregnant Sandra Bernhard shoots her HBO special in two nights at the club.
Sept. 19, 1998
Slim's presents Elliott Smith at the Seventh Note in North Beach.
Oct. 17, 1998
Chaka Khan and George Clinton join Prince for one of his late-night club shows after an
arena concert across the bay.
Dec. 17, 1998
The Isley Brothers play for a lavish holiday party by one of the partners, venture
capitalist Frank Caufield; Stanlee Gatti covers the back alley in a massive ice sculpture
and hangs flocked Christmas trees upside down on the club ceiling.
March 30, 1999
Aussie teen pop sensation Silverchair has fans waiting in lines down to Ninth Street.
June 8, 1999
Todd Rundgren turns Slim's into a tiki lounge for two nights, complete with bamboo bar
on the stage for lucky patrons.
Oct. 8, 1999
Sean Lennon signs the backstage wall during the two-night run by his girlfriend's band,
Cibo Matto.
Feb. 16, 2000
Ryan Adams, fresh out of Whiskeytown, makes solo debut.
May 26, 2001
Throwing Muses reunion show brings fans in from all over the country.
Sept. 2, 2001
Doorman Bob Johnson, 53, dies of cancer. His ashes sit on the bar to this day.
Oct. 27, 2001

Slim's produces the first Hardly Strictly Bluegrass Festival (then called Strictly
Bluegrass) in Golden Gate Park, funded by billionaire Warren Hellman.
Nov. 28, 2001
Partners announce they will buy the Great American Music Hall.
Feb. 21, 2002
The club's favorite movie star-turned performer, Jack Black, brings his Tenacious D to
Slim's.
April 29, 2002
Sean Penn and Metallica's Lars Ulrich are ejected sneaking in the back door to a
NOFX/Rancid show.
May 1, 2002
Slim's assumes operation of Great American Music Hall.
Oct. 24, 2002
Foo Fighters play the club.
Oct. 13, 2003
Snoop Dogg brings it to the club. Busta Rhymes and Cypress Hill played a couple of
months before.
Dec. 6, 2004
R&B newcomer John Legend slays the ladies at a packed Monday night show.

Image 2
The opening of Slim's in 1988.
Photo: Erik Weber

Image 3
A poster for a Sun Ra concert at Slim's nightclub in San Francisco.
Photo: Coutesy Of Slim's

Image 4
A poster for the opening night of Slim's nightclub in San Francisco.
Photo: Courtesy Of Slim's

Image 5
A poster for Dance Hall Crushers and No Doubt at Slim's nightclub in San Francisco.
Photo: Courtesy Of Slim's

Image 6
Keanu Reeves' band Dogstar played at Slim's in San Francisco in 1995.
Photo: SFC

Image 7
Sandra Bernhard shot her HBO special at Slim's nightclub in San Francisco in 1998.
Photo: HANDOUT

Image 8
A poster for Curtis Mayfield when he played at Slim's nightclub in San Francisco.
Photo: Courtesy Of Slim's

Image 9
Metallica performed at Slim's in 1996.
Photo: CHRIS STEWART, STAFF

Image 10
Huey Lewis played to a packed crowd on Saturday night at Slim's. March 19, 1994.
Photo by Lea Suzuki / The Chronicle

Image 11
Boz Scaggs performs during a private party held to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
Slims on Tuesday, October 14, 2008 in San Francisco, Calif.
Photo: Lea Suzuki, The Chronicle

http://www.sfgate.com/entertainment/garchik/article/Clintons-and-royals-stop-by-for-a-spell4509704.php

Clintons and royals stop by for a spell
By Leah Garchik
Published 6:09 pm, Sunday, May 12, 2013

-- The Norwegian band Kvelertak, playing at Slim's on Tuesday night, got some support
from homeland fans. Norwegian Crown Prince Haakon and Crown Princess MetteMarit, in the Bay Area drumming up biz between their country and the U.S., showed up
to cheer them on. (James Hetfield from Metallica was in the crowd, too.) Mette-Marit,
said a spy, left about seven minutes into the performance, but royal dude Haakon,
who'd studied political science at UC Berkeley, stayed on, "in the crowd rocking out."
(Don Solem, who met him at a reception at the Fairmont on Thursday, greeted Haakon
with "Go, Bears," a mantra he repeated back.)
Open for business in San Francisco, (415) 777-8426. E-mail: lgarchik@sfchronicle.com

https://consequenceofsound.net/video/rock-it-out-blog-riobackstage-slims/

“RiO!Backstage – Slim’s”
by Sami Jarroush
on September 19, 2013, 7:30am
There’s more to a music venue than what you see on stage, which is why the Rock it Out! Blog
takes you behind the scenes of the best independent music venues from around the country in an
original video series called RiO!Backstage.
YouTube Video:
https://youtu.be/JNcY0So8jck
We return to San Francisco on today’s episode for an in-depth look inside Slim’s. Founded by
legendary musician Boz Scaggs in the city’s SOMA district in 1988, the venue has hosted some
of music’s biggest names over the years; everyone from Radiohead to Foo Fighters to Prince. On
the other nights, upstart local acts get time under the spotlight. But how exactly does it all go
down? How does the venue book its talent, prepare for a show, and make sure attendees have an
optimal experience? Join us as we go behind the scenes.

http://www.nme.com/news/music/royal-blood-14-1214774

Royal Blood joined onstage by Metallica drummer
Lars Ulrich – watch

Credit: Jordan Hughes/NME
By Luke Morgan Britton Apr 17, 2015

The duo previously met Ulrich when he took them to the house from 'Mrs Doubtfire'
Metallica‘s Lars Ulrich joined Royal Blood live onstage during their gig in San Francisco earlier
this week.
The British rock duo were performing at the US city’s Slim’s venue on Wednesday night (April
15), with the pair inviting Ulrich to pick up the sticks for set closer ‘Out Of The Black’.

The band’s own drummer, Ben Thatcher used the moment to stagedive into the crowd. Watch
fan-shot footage below.

https://youtu.be/6o0SB-1RNrQ
The band first met Ulrich when he attended the group’s San Francisco show last September.
As previously reported, after the show Royal Blood were taken to the house from the Mrs
Doubtfire film by Ulrich.
Following the incident, Royal Blood took to Twitter to post a photo of the occasion, which can
be seen above. The caption read: “Tonight took a turn. Lars @Metallica took us to Mrs
Doubtfires house.”
The gig was also attended by Muse and Rage Against The Machine’s Tom Morello – who also
tweeted his support of the band after the event, stating: “I’ve seen the future of riff rock and it’s
name is #RoyalBlood”.
Royal Blood released their chart-topping self-titled debut in August 2014. They took home the
prize for Best British Group at this year’s Brit Awards and also won Best New Band and Best
Live Band at this year’s NME Awards with Austin, Texas. The NME Awards ceremony took
place at London’s O2 Academy Brixton in February.

VIDEOS FEATURING SLIM’S
David Bowie/Reeves Gabrels 1997 SLIM'S Live 105 Morning Show (1994)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGRuBG7wCUg

SLIM'S - SAN FRANCISCO, CA: RiO!BACKSTAGE (2013)
https://youtu.be/JNcY0So8jck

Lars Ulrich Joins Royal Blood Onstage (Live) - San Francisco, Slim's (2015)
https://youtu.be/6o0SB-1RNrQ
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Member, Board of Supervisors
District 9

City and County of San Francisco

HILLARY RONEN

January 9, 2018
Richard Kurylo, Legacy Business Program Manager
Legacy Business Program
San Francisco Office of Small Business
LegacyBusiness@sfgov.org.

Dear Mr. Kurylo:
I am writing to nominate The Lab to the Legacy Business Registry. The Lab was founded in 1984 and is
located in the historic Redstone Building on 16th and Capp Streets in the heart of the Mission. The Lab is
committed to providing a venue for interdisciplinary artistic production by finding and nurturing
extraordinary artists who are underrepresented as a result of gender, class, race, sexuality or
geography. For more than 32 years, The Lab has been providing local artists with the resources to both
survive in the Bay Area and produce high-caliber work. In short, The Lab is a major catalyst for artistic
experimentation.
As stated in the organization’s application, “The Lab’s small scale (i.e., annual budget less than
$500.000) allows the organization to cultivate long-term relationship, permitting horizontal
communication networks between artists and audiences.” Despite their limited budget, The Lab is
committed to making sure their artists receive a living wage. The Lab’s annual audience of more than
10,000 people reflects the unique diversity of The City.
This Mission-based organization plays a crucial role in the cultural identity of San Francisco and it is my
distinct honor to nominate The Lab to become part of San Francisco’s Legacy Business registry.
Sincerely,

Supervisor Hillary Ronen
San Francisco Board of Supervisors

City Hall • 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place • Room 244 • San Francisco, California 94102-4689 • (415) 554-5144
Fax (415) 554-6255 • TDD/TTY (415) 554-5227 • E-mail: Hillary.Ronen@sfgov.org

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section One:
Business / Applicant Information.

Provide the following information:

•

The name, mailing address, and other contact information of the business;

•

The name of the person who owns the business. For businesses with multiple owners, identify the person(s)
with the highest ownership stake in the business;

•

The name, title, and contact information of the applicant;

•

The business’s San Francisco Business Account Number and entity number with the Secretary of State, if
applicable.

NAME OF BUSINESS:

The Lab SF
BUSINESS OWNER(S) (identify the person(s) with the highest ownership stake in the business)

Dena Beard, Executive Director

CURRENT BUSINESS ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

The Lab
2948 16th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

(415 )

864-8855

EMAIL:

dena@thelab.org

WEBSITE:

FACEBOOK PAGE:

YELP PAGE

www.thelab.org

facebook.com/thelabsf

https://www.yelp.com/biz/the-lab-san-franci

APPLICANT’S NAME

Dena Beard

✔

Same as Business

APPLICANT’S TITLE

Executive Director
APPLICANT’S ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

The Lab
2948 16th Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

415
(

)

864-8855

EMAIL:

dena@thelab.org

SAN FRANCISCO BUSINESS ACCOUNT NUMBER:

SECRETARY OF STATE ENTITY NUMBER (if applicable):

1005242

CAL EIN 339-1019-1 / FEIN 94-2952488

OFFICIAL USE: Completed by OSB Staff
NAME OF NOMINATOR:

3

DATE OF NOMINATION:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Two:
Business Location(s).
List the business address of the original San Francisco location, the start date of business, and the dates of operation at
the original location. Check the box indicating whether the original location of the business in San Francisco is the
founding location of the business. If the business moved from its original location and has had additional addresses in
San Francisco, identify all other addresses and the dates of operation at each address. For businesses with more than
one location, list the additional locations in section three of the narrative.
ORIGINAL SAN FRANCISCO ADDRESS:

ZIP CODE:

START DATE OF BUSINESS

1805 Divisadero St., San Francisco, CA

94115

1984

IS THIS LOCATION THE FOUNDING LOCATION OF THE BUSINESS?

DATES OF OPERATION AT THIS LOCATON

No

Yes

1984-1994

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

2948 16th St., San Francisco, CA

94103

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start: 1994
End: present
DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

OTHER ADDRESSES (if applicable):

ZIP CODE:

DATES OF OPERATION
Start:
End:

V.5- 6/17/2016

Legacy Business Registry

Application

Section Three:
Disclosure Statement.
San Francisco Taxes, Business Registration, Licenses, Labor Laws and Public
Information Release.
This section is verification that all San Francisco taxes, business registration, and licenses are
current and complete, and there are no current violations of San Francisco labor laws. This
information will be verified and a business deemed not current in with all San Francisco taxes,
business registration, and licenses, or has current violations of San Francisco labor laws, will not
be eligible to apply for the Business Assistance Grant.
In addition, we are required to inform you that all information provided in the application will become
subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act.
Please read the following statements and check each to indicate that you agree with the
statement. Then sign below in the space provided.
I am authorized to submit this application on behalf of the business.
I attest that the business is current on all of its San Francisco tax obligations.
I attest that the business’s business registration and any applicable regulatory license(s)
are current.
I attest that the Office of Labor Standards and Enforcement (OLSE) has not determined
that the business is currently in violation of any of the City’s labor laws, and that the
business does not owe any outstanding penalties or payments ordered by the OLSE.
I understand that documents submitted with this application may be made available to the
public for inspection and copying pursuant to the California Public Records Act and San
Francisco Sunshine Ordinance.
I hereby acknowledge and authorize that all photographs and images submitted as part of
the application may be used by the City without compensation.
I understand that the Small Business Commission may revoke the placement of the
business on the Registry if it finds that the business no longer qualifies, and that placement
on the Registry does not entitle the business to a grant of City funds.

Dena Beard

12/13/17

Name (Print):

Date:

Signature:

V.5- 6/17/2016

THE LAB
Section 4: Written Historical Narrative
CRITERION 1
a. Provide a short history of the business from the date the business opened in San Francisco
to the present day, including the ownership history. For businesses with multiple locations,
include the history of the original location in San Francisco (including whether it was the
business's founding and or headquartered location) and the opening dates and locations of all
other locations.
The Lab SF (“The Lab”), located in San Francisco's Redstone Building at 2948 16th Street, is a
not-for-profit arts organization and performance space. Founded in 1984 by art students from
San Francisco State University, The Lab is a site for interdisciplinary artistic production.
Originally named “The•art•re•grüp, Inc.,” the organization was informally called “Co-LAB” until
1985 when it was renamed “The LAB.” In 2014, its name was officially changed to “The Lab SF.”
The Lab believes that if artists are given enough time, space and funding to realize their vision,
the work they produce will change the way we experience the world and each other. These
propositions challenge the familiar ways we perceive value, and so The Lab seeks out
extraordinary artists who are underrepresented as a result of gender, class, race, sexuality or
geography, and whose work is not easily defined and therefore monetized. As a site of constant
iteration and indeterminacy, The Lab is, above all, a catalyst for artistic experimentation.
The Lab was originally located in a two-story building at 1805-1807 Divisadero Street from
1984-1995, which featured a black box theater upstairs and a gallery space downstairs. In 1995,
The Lab relocated to the historic Redstone Building in San Francisco’s Mission District.
Recognizing a crisis in artist funding and support (and the mass exodus of artists from the Bay
Area), The Lab made a commitment in 2014 to model and implement new funding and
distribution strategies for under-recognized artists and their work. Along with year-round
multidisciplinary programs, The Lab commissions three ambitious art projects per year. Artists
receive between $25,000-$85,000 each (as a stipend, or as a salary with health benefits), keys
to the space, the login for the website, and the option to revise every aspect of The Lab’s
operations. The Lab wants to know how far they can take that inquiry and how much they can
bend to make the project of art possible on every level.
b. Describe any circumstances that required the business to cease operations in San Francisco
for more than six months?
Not applicable.
c. Is the business a family-owned business? If so, give the generational history of the
business.

The Lab is not a family-owned business.
d. Describe the ownership history when the business ownership is not the original owner or a
family-owned business.
Founded in 1984 by Alan Millar, John DiStefano, Laura Brun and other art students from San
Francisco State University, The Lab’s nonprofit leadership has changed five times in its 33-year
history, transferring leadership from Laura Brun, Elisabeth Beaird, Kristin Chappa, Eilish Cullen,
to present Executive Director Dena Beard. Currently, Board members Anna Acquistapace,
Miriam Dym, Minnette Lehmann, Al McElrath, Perrin Meyer, Alan Millar, Danny Reddin, Ann
Rich, Jessica Shaefer, Neal Strickberger and Beau Takahara share ownership of The Lab with
Beard.
e. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30 years, the applicant will need to provide documentation of the existence of the
business prior to current ownership to verify it has been in operation for 30+ years. Please
use the list of supplemental documents and/or materials as a guide to help demonstrate the
existence of the business prior to current ownership.
Included in the Legacy Business Registry application are Articles of Incorporation that verify the
organization has been in operation for 30+ years.
f. Note any other special features of the business location, such as, if the property associated
with the business is listed on a local, state, or federal historic resources registry.
In 2003, The Lab worked with the Redstone Labor Tenants Association to register the Redstone
Building at 2926-2948 16th Street (formerly the San Francisco Labor Temple) as San Francisco
Historical Landmark 238.
Since its construction in 1914, the building has played a crucial role in supporting advocacy for
human rights on the local and national levels. A hub for political organizing, the Redstone
Building played a significant role in the General Strike of 1934, and unions occupying the
building have successfully advocated for expanded rights for African Americans, women and
Chicano workers. For more than 100 years, the building has adapted to the changing economic
and social conditions, always retaining its extraordinary commitment to the lives of San
Francisco’s often marginalized working class: immigrants; sex workers; artists; industrial,
freelance, and contract workers; domestic laborers; and the displaced.
Along with The Lab, current tenants include groups such as Indian Treaty Council, El/La Para
TransLatinas, Western Regional Advocacy Project, Mojo Theatre, and Living Wage Coalition, as
well as more than 90 artists and writers.

CRITERION 2
a. Describe the business's contribution to the history and/or identity of the neighborhood,
community or San Francisco.
Founded in 1984 by five San Francisco State University art students, The Lab was created as a
site for interdisciplinary artistic production. The Lab was first located in a two-story building at
1805 and 1807 Divisadero Street with a black box theater upstairs and a small gallery space
downstairs. In 1995, The Lab relocated to the historic Redstone Building in San Francisco’s
Mission District. A hub for political organizing since 1914, the Redstone played a significant role
in the General Strike of 1934.
As one of the longest running and last remaining truly avant-garde arts organizations in San
Francisco, The Lab’s aim is to provide under-resourced artists and audiences with the space,
time and resources to experiment with alternative ways of living and working. We believe it is
important to constantly question our own organizational model and to deeply engage with new
artistic practices and modes of thinking around the arts. The Lab embodies the desires of
creative, critical and compassionate individuals. We want audiences to be inspired by the way
we work, not just what we produce.
We believe that artists deserve to be fairly compensated for their work. To that end, The Lab is
certified by Working Artists and the Greater Economy (W.A.G.E.). W.A.G.E. Certification is a
program initiated and operated by working artists that publicly recognizes non-profit arts
organizations demonstrating a commitment to voluntarily paying artist fees that meet a
minimum standard.
Memberships at The Lab are available. Tax-deductible contributions bring cutting-edge
programs to San Francisco and ensure that artists can thrive. Memberships last one year from
the date of donation and include free or reduced-price admittance to live music, art, film and
literature events, early-bird bookings for special events and access to members-only offerings.
Pay-by-month subscriptions are available at all levels.
b. Is the business (or has been) associated with significant events in the neighborhood, the
city, or the business industry?
Founded in 1984 during the early rise of alternative art spaces, The Lab was one of the first arts
organizations in the United States to make a commitment to supporting interdisciplinary art.
The organization focuses on artists working in the performance, dance, music, media, visual and
literary arts fields, with a focus on experimental art that challenges perceptual systems. True to
our name, we want to give artists complete license to take risks and push the boundaries of
their practice, allowing them to transform and change The Lab with each new project.
c. Has the business ever been referenced in an historical context? Such as in a business trade
publication, media, or historical documents?

The Lab has been the recipient of grants from the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,
Creative Work Fund, Grants for the Arts, San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund, The Jay DeFeo
Foundation, Kenneth Rainin Foundation, New Music USA, San Francisco Arts Commission, San
Francisco Foundation, Violet World Foundation, Voluntary Arts Contribution Fund and
Zellerbach Family Fund.
The Lab has been featured in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Art in America, Interview
Magazine, Art Papers, Artsy, Hyperallergic, Kuba Paris, SF Chronicle, Impose Magazine, San
Francisco Chronicle, KQED, East Bay Express and White Fungus publications. The Lab has been
described as a "haven for the city's experimental performance scene" (New York Times) and “a
radical venue dedicated to experimental work” (Wall Street Journal). The Lab was included in
the 1992 Directory of Artists' Organizations.
d. Is the business associated with a significant or historical person?
Since 1984, The Lab hosted early performances and projects by Cluster, Jack Smith, Nan Goldin,
Lynn Hershman Leeson, David Wojnarowicz, Nayland Blake, Jeanne Finley, Lutz Bacher, Orlan,
Lydia Lunch, Barry McGee, The Billboard Liberation Front, Karen Finley, Sapphire, Negativland,
Survival Research Laboratories, Mike Kelley, Bruce Conner, Carrie Mae Weems, Barbara Kruger,
Kathleen Hanna, Jello Biafra, Fred Frith and countless others.
Recent notable artists include: Wadada Leo Smith, Helen Molesworth, Julia Bryan-Wilson,
Annea Lockwood, Jlin, Saul Williams, The Red Krayola, Grouper, Laraaji, Camille Norment,
Brontez Purnell, Dynasty Handbag, Martin Creed, Brontez Purnell, The Necks, Dora Garcia, Alice
Notley, Rhys Chatham, Peter Eeley, Senyawa, Kembra Pfahler, Ellen Fullman, Xara Thustra,
Charlemagne Palestine, Z’ev, Mike Kuchar and Holly Herndon, among many others.
e. How does the business demonstrate its commitment to the community?
The Lab catalyzes artistic experimentation in non-traditional ways, providing significant support
to local artists, enabling them to sustain their practice in the Bay Area, while also empowering
their own increasingly diverse, engaged and creatively uncompromising communities. The Lab
serves more than 10,000 audiences and gives more than $120,000 in direct funding to 60+
artists per year.
The Lab is W.A.G.E. Certified. W.A.G.E. Certification is a program initiated and operated by
working artists that publicly recognizes nonprofit arts organizations demonstrating a
commitment to voluntarily paying artist fees that meet a minimum standard.
Unlike most larger or even mid-sized art spaces, the small size of The Lab ensures that 85% of
staff time and all individual donations (including membership fees) go directly to paying and
supporting artists rather than to covering administrative costs. Along with year-round
multidisciplinary programs that pay artist fees that meet and often exceed W.A.G.E. standards,
The Lab also commissions three major projects per year and these artists receive between

$25,000 and $75,000 each. As a result, The Lab gives more than $120,000 — over one third of
its annual budget — directly to working artists every year.
f. Provide a description of the community the business serves.
The Lab welcomes more than 10,000 visitors annually to its physical space at the intersection of
16th and Capp Streets in the Mission District of San Francisco. Of these audiences:
• 85% are from the Bay Area; 15% from out of town.
• 67% are between the ages of 25 and 44; 21% are older than 45; 3% are younger than 24.
• 54% identify as female.
• 47% identify as non-Caucasian.
• 42% identify as LGBTQ.
• 70% are involved in creative labor; 10% are in academia; 20% work in other industries.
• The majority hold advanced degrees.
The Lab’s artists are more than 60% female, people of color and/or LGBTQ. Commissioned
artists in 2015-2017 included queer, experimental composer Ellen Fullman; Japanese American
sound/installation artist Jacqueline Gordon; and queer, black choreographer Brontez Purnell.
g. Is the business associated with a culturally significant
building/structure/site/object/interior?
With a nod to the rich history of the Redstone Building, which was built as a union meeting hall
in 1914, The Lab partnered with Aaron Noble of the Clarion Alley Mural Project and the
Redstone Building's still-active union and nonprofit occupants on a series of murals in the
building's main atrium and in The Lab, which were dedicated upon completion by Mayor Willie
Brown in 1997. The Lab was awarded a grant from the Mayor's Office to cover artist fees and
expenses for the mural project, and for the design and installation of a handicapped lift, to
allow access to the entertainment venues The Lab and Theater Rhinoceros. Muralists Carolyn
Castano, John Fadeff, Susan Greene (a Redstone tenant), Barry McGee, Ruby Neri, Sebastiani
Pastor, Rigo '96, Lilly Rodriguez, Chuck Sperry and Project Director Aaron Noble spent several
months researching the history of the building at San Francisco State University's Labor
Archives before painting the majority of the mezzanine floor of the Redstone as well as The
Lab’s stairwell.
The Lab's 3,000 square foot space in the Redstone Building was recently restored to reveal the
union hall’s original hardwood floors, a wall of windows and industrial steel beams.
h. How would the community be diminished if the business were to be sold, relocated, shut
down, etc.?
The Lab stands among a select few San Francisco-based art institutions that truly provide local
artists with the financial, legal and artistic resources to both survive in the Bay Area and
produce extremely high caliber work. Small arts operations are focused on collaboration and

flexibility – these approaches are as vital to a healthy visual art ecosystem as those of larger
institutions. The Lab’s small scale (i.e., annual budget less than $500,000) allows the
organization to cultivate long-term relationships, permitting horizontal communication
networks between artists and audiences. The Lab is one of the city’s most important launch
pads for artists seeking international careers.
Making a living as an artist has never been easy, but rising costs of living, greater income
inequality, high levels of debt and insufficient protections for "gig economy" workers are
putting increasing pressure on artists. In The Lab’s 2016 e-mail survey, it was discovered that
12% of The Lab’s 10,000+ yearly audience were recently displaced as a result of rising rents and
evictions, and 14% expect to be displaced imminently. It is clear that the communities that
shape the character of this city – and the mission of spaces like The Lab – are shrinking.
Additionally, race, gender and sexuality biases disproportionately affect artists from those
communities, and the art system continues to privilege a very homogenous field of vision.
For these reasons, The Lab intends to model and implement new funding and distribution
strategies for under recognized artists and their work. We prioritize collective strategies as a
means of guaranteeing future operations – extending to a potential purchase of our building –
and continually articulate the qualitative value of our work in the lives of artists and our
community. Since Fall 2014, over 27,000 people have visited The Lab, it has hosted 168
programs, 815 artists, and paid $237,346 directly in artist fees.

CRITERION 3
a. Describe the business and the essential features that define its character.
As one of the longest running and last remaining truly avant-garde arts organizations in San
Francisco, The Lab’s aim is to provide under-resourced artists and audiences with the space,
time and resources to experiment with alternative ways of living and working. We believe it is
important to constantly question our own organizational model and to deeply engage with new
artistic practices and modes of thinking around the arts. The Lab embodies the desires of
creative, critical and compassionate individuals. We want audiences to be inspired by the way
we work, not just what we produce.
b. How does the business demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the historical traditions
that define the business, and which of these traditions should not be changed in order to
retain the businesses historical character? (e.g., business model, goods and services, craft,
culinary, or art forms)
The Lab continues its 30+ year commitment to artists working in a variety of forms, along with
over year-round multidisciplinary programs. The Lab commissions ambitious projects each year
in which artists receive significant funds and total access to run The Lab's space and operating
systems. For all programs, artists receive a living wage.

c. How has the business demonstrated a commitment to maintaining the special physical
features that define the business? Describe any special exterior and interior physical
characteristics of the space occupied by the business (e.g. signage, murals, architectural
details, neon signs, etc.).
The Lab is housed in the assembly hall of San Francisco's Labor Temple, opened on February 27,
1915. For 30 years and the price of union dues, thousands came here to receive medical care,
daycare, food, leisure time and a place to fight for better working conditions. In 1934, it hosted
the vote for the General Strike, which set off a wave of actions that led to the 40 hour work
week and standard minimum wage. Taking its lead from the Labor Temple, The Lab is likewise
committed to visioning new ways of living and working, and to fair wages.
The Lab is located one-half block from the 16th and Mission BART station and is wheelchair
accessible. Built as a union meeting hall in 1914, The Lab's 3,000-square-foot space includes
original hardwood floors, a wall of windows and industrial steel beams, 125 feet of static wall
space, four moveable 8-foot walls, an acoustic ceiling, flexible track lighting, blackout curtains
and a Meyer Sound system, which give the historic space its modern edge.
The Lab’s space maintains maximum flexibility, transforming into a gallery, dance studio,
classroom, performance space and theater. The Lab’s program is based on independent
research and is curated 3-12 months in advance with a maximum of 3-4 events per month.
The entrance to The Lab features hand painted signage by the late Mission School artist
Margaret Kilgallen and has not changed since 1995. The vintage, Western-style lettering is
painted with house paint on the top glass of the doorframe and reads “The Lab” in burntorange with black shadow. In 2016, the window was professionally restored and secured with
Plexiglas by professional sign painter Jeff Canham and Kilgallen’s husband, the artist Barry
McGee.
The Lab partnered with Aaron Noble of the Clarion Alley Mural Project and the Redstone
Building's still-active union and nonprofit occupants on a series of murals in the building's main
atrium and in The Lab, which were dedicated upon completion by Mayor Willie Brown in 1997.
d. When the current ownership is not the original owner and has owned the business for less
than 30years; the applicant will need to provide documentation that demonstrates the
current owner has maintained the physical features or traditions that define the business,
including craft, culinary, or art forms. Please use the list of supplemental documents and/or
materials as a guide to help demonstrate the existence of the business prior to current
ownership.
Articles of Incorporation are included in this Legacy application along with the supplemental
materials. The Articles of Incorporation reference the original mission and scope of service of
the organization, which matches the current mission.
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AUDIO  VISUAL

FURNITURE

Type
Meyer  Sound  Galileo  408
Meyer  Sound  Subwoofers
Meyer  Sound  UPAs

Model
G408
600HP  subs
UPA1P  tops

Qty
1
2
4

Type
White  folding  chairs
Clear  plexiglas  pedestals
Mirrored  pedestals

Qty
150
6
6

Dimensions
16  1/8  x  17  3/4  in.
9.5  x  19.5  x  39  in.
16  L  x  16  W  x  34  H  in.

Roland  Mixer
Roland  Snake

M-400
S1608

1
1

Staging  Risers
Small  lightweight  trestle  tables

8
8

4  L  x  8  W  x  3  H  ft.
24  L  x  48  W  x  28  H  in.

Mackie  Monitors
Mackie  Mixer
Shure  Cardioid  Dynamic  Microphone

SA1521
1202-VL2  Pro
SM58

2
1
1

Large  lightweight  trestle  tables
Heavyweight  steel  tables  w/  plexi  tops
Folding  table

10
2
1

36  L  x  72  W  x  28  H  in.
6  L  x  2  W  x  2.5  H  ft.
6  L  x  2  W  x  2.5  H  ft.

Sennheiser  Wireless  Microphone
ew  300  G3  865
Sennheiser  Super  Cardioid  Vocal  Microphones e  865

1
2

Folding  table
Unfinished  moveable  birchwood  bar

1
1

4  L  x  2  W  x  2.5  H  ft.
68  L  x  24.5  W  x  42  H  in.

Sennheiser  Cardoid  Instrument  Microphone
Audio  Tecnica  Performer  Microphone
Audio  Technica  Microphone

MD  421
PR335
AT822

2
1
1

Plastic  buckets  for  chilling  beverages

2

Shure  Microphone
Standard  Boom  Microphone  Stands

PG50

1

XLR  (male  to  female)
1/4  in  (male  to  male)
Stereo  DI  Box

12
12
2

Mono  DI  Box
Steinway  Grand  Piano
Music  stands

9  foot

2
1
3

Epson  Projector

PowerLite  1080  UB

1

Panasonic  Projector
Lee  Colortron  International  Lighting  Board
Source  Four  Theater  Lighting
Lightolier  Track  Lighting

PT-AX100U
168-421
36  degree  Ellipsoidal
T4  wall  wash

1
1
4
10

Lightolier  Track  Lighting

Par38  halogen  

24
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ORDINANCE NO.

10 -04

(Ordinance to Designate 2926.294816th Street, the Labor Temple/Redstone Building, As a
Landmark Under Plànning Code Article 10.)

Ordinance Designating 2926-294816th Street, the Labor Temple/Redstone Building, As
Landmark No. 238 Pursuant To Article 10, Sections 1004 And 1004.4 Of The Planning

5

Code.
6
Note:

7

Additions are sinflle-underline italics Times New Roman;
deletions are s/R.'cethr8blgh italics Times .Vcw Reman.

Board amendment additions are douQle underlined.
Board amendment deletions are strikothrough normaL.

8
9

Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Francisco:

10

Section 1. Findings:

11

The Board of Supervisors hereby finds that 2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor Temple /

12

Building, Lot 14 in Assessors Block 3553, has a special character and special

Redstone

13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25

historical, architectural and aesthetic interest and value, and that its designation as a

Landmark will further the purposes of, and conform to the standards set forth in Article 10 of
the City Planning Code.
(a) Desianation: Pursuant to Section 1004 of the City Planning Code, 2926.2948

16th Street, the Labor Temple I Redstone Building, is hereby designated as Landmark No.
238. This designation has been fully approved by Resolution No. 563 of the Landmarks
Preservation Advisory Board and Resolution No. 16638 of the Planning Commission, which

Resolutions are on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors under File No. 031832
and which Resolutions are incorporated herein and made part hereof as t~ough fully set forth.
(b)

Priority Policv Findinas.

Pursuant to Section 101.1 of the Planning Code, the Board of Supervisors makes the
following findings:

Supervisors Daly, Peskin, 30n2alez
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1 (1) The designation is in conformity with the Priority Policies of Planning Code
October 29, 2003
2 Section 101.1 and with the General Plan as set forth in the letter
dated from the
3 Director of Planning. Such letter is on1ile with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 031832

4 (c) Reauired Data:
5 (1) The description, location and boundary of the Landmark site encompass the
i

6 footprint of 2926-294S 16th Street, the Labor Temple I Redstone Building, located at the

7 northeast corner of 16th Street and Capp Street.

8

(2)

The characteristics of the Landmark which justify its designation are described

9 and shown in the Landmark Designation Report adopted by the Landmarks Preservation

10 Advisory Board on May 7,2003 and other supporting materials contained in Planning
11 Department Docket No. 2003.D449L. In brief, the National Register characteristics of the

12 landmark which justify its designation are as follows:

13 (a) Its association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
14 patterns of our history (National Register Criterion A); in the case of the Labor Temple /
15 Redstone Building, its association with historic labor events of San Francisco, particularly the

16 events of the 1934 San Francisco General Strike.
17 . (3) The particular exterior features that should be preserved, or replaced in-kind as

18 determined necessary, are those generally shown in the photographs and described in the
19 Landmark Designation Report, both which can be found in the case docket 2003.0449L,

20 which is incorporated in this designation ordinance as though fully set forth. In brief, the
21 description of the particular features that should be preserved are as follows:

22

(a)

The exterior architectural features, composition and materials, particularly the

23 red brick masonry, concrete cornice, the round arch tops with plaster keystone of the third

24 floor windows and the decorative medallons between pairs of third floor windows on the
25 primary façades.
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1 Section 2. The propert shall be subject to further controls and procedures, pursuant
2 to this Board of Supervisor's Ordinance and Planning Code Article 10.

3
4
5
6

7

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney

By: QL~~
Çarah Ellen Owsowitz '
Deputy City Attorney

RECOMMENDED:
PLA,NNING COMMI~~ION_, ..
By:

" I" ) I);j~
ii
./i::~

//

Lawrence B. Badiner
Director of Planning
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Case No. 2003.0449L

2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor
Temple / Redstone Building,
Assessor's Block 3553, Lot 14

SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO.'16638

ô

B
j
D ,.
"i \C
~
,. \C
~ ..

~..9
~....~

ADOPTING FINDINGS RELATED TO THE APPROVAL OF LANDMARK DESIGNATION OF 2926
- 2948 16TH STREET, THE LABOR TEMPLE / REDSTONE BUILDING, ASSESSOR'S BLOCK

3553, LOT 14 AS LANDMARK NO. 238. .
1. WHEREAS, on November 20, 2002, the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
(Landmarks Board) established its Landmarks Designation Work Program for fiscal year
2002 - 2003. Up to 8 sites were chosen to have Landmark Designation Reports
developed and brought to the Landmarks Board for review and comment, and

consideration of initiation of landmark designation. Included on that list was 2926-2948
16th Street, the Labor Temple / Redstone Building; and
2. Betty Traynor, Coordinator of the Redstone Tenants Association, prepared and

submitted a draft landmark Designation Report for 2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor
Temple / Redstone Building, for the Landmarks Board to consider initiation of the
landmark designation of the propert; and
3. At its regular meeting of May 7, 2003, the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board

(Landmarks Board) adopted Resolution No. 563, initiating designation of and

recommending to the Planning Commission that they approve the Labor Temple /
Redstone Building as Landmark No. 238; and

4. The Landmarks Board finds that the Labor Temple / Redstone Building Designation

Report describes the location and boundaries, of the landmark site, describes the
characteristics of the landmark which justifies its designation, and describes the
particular features that should be preserved and therefore meets the requirements of

Planning Code Section 1 004(b) and 1 004( c)( 1). That Designation Report is fully
incorporated by reference into this resolution; and

5. The Planning Commission reviewed and endorsed the description, location, and
boundary of the landmark site, which is the footprint of the building; and
6. The Planning Commission, in considering the proposed landmark designation employed

the "National Register of Historic Places" rating criteria and found 2926-2948 16th
Street, the Labor Temple / Redstone Building to be eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places under the criteria "A", association with events that have
made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history, because of its

association with San Francisco labor history and its role in the San Francisco 1934
General Strike; and
7. The Planning Commission reviewed and endorsed the following description of the

characteristics of the landmark which justify its designation:

PLANNING COMM1551UN

August 28, 2003

2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor
Temple / Redstone Building,
Assessor's Block 3553, Lot 14

Resolution No. 16638
Page 2

· Association with historic labor events of San Francisco, particularly the events of
the 1934 San Francisco General Strike.

8. The Planning Commission reviewed and endorsed the following particular features that
should be preserved:

· The exterior architectural features, composition and materials (depending on
availability today), particularly the red brick masonry, concrete cornice, the round

arch tops with plaster keystone of the third floor windows and the decorative
medallions between pairs of third floor windows on the primary facades.
9. The Planning Commission has reviewed documents, correspondence and oral

testimony on matters relevant to the proposed landmark designation, at a duly noticed
Public Hearing held on May 7,2003.

. The proposed Project wil further Priority Policy No.7, that landmarks and historic
buildings be preserved, such as the designation of the Labor Temple / Redstone
Building as City Landmark No. 238. Landmark designation wil help to preserve
a significant historic resource associated with the City's labor history, particularly

with the General Strike of 1934.
. That the proposed project wil have no significant effect on the other seven

Priority Policies: the City's supply of affordable housing, existing housing or
neighborhood character, public transit or neighborhood paring, preparedness to

protect against injury and loss of lie in an earthquake, commercial activity,
business or employment, or public parks and open space.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLveD that the Planning Commission hereby approves the landmark
designation of 2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor Temple / Redstone building, Assessor's Block
3553, Lot 14 as Landmark No. 238, pursuant to Article 10 of the Planning Code; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Planning Commission hereby directs its Recording
Secretary to transmit this Resolution, the 2926-2948 16th Street, the Labor Temple / Redstone
Building Landmark Designation Report and other pertinent materials in the Case File
2003.0449L to the Board of Supervisor's.
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PROPOSED LANDMARK NO.: 238

HISTORIC NAME: San Francisco Labor Temple
POPULAR NAME: Redstone Building
ADDRESS: 2940 16th Street (main entrance, includes 2926 to 2948 16th Street)

BLOCK & LOT: 3553-014
OWNER: Danya Records Limited Profit Sharng Trust (60%)
David and Sandi Lucchesi (40%)
ORIGINAL USE: labor union halVoffce
CURRENT USE: commercial, offce, ar spaces, theaters
ZONING: C-M (Heavy Commercial)

National Register Criterion (a)
(A) ~ Association with events that have made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of our history.

(B) D Association with the lives of persons significant in our past.
(C) D Embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
constrction, or that represent a significant and distinguishable

entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

(D) D Has yielded, or may be likely to yield informtion important in
History or prehistory.
o

Period of Signifcance: 1914-1934; Secondar: 1935-1952

o Integrity: The building retains substantial integrity of location, design, setting, exterior materials and

workmship, feeling and association. The S.P. Labor Council built a sizeable addition to the building in 1939, a threestory east wing that was completely integrated with the existing exterior. Today the exterior of the building looks much
the same as it appeared when built in 1914 with the addition of 1939.

Article 10 Requirementsection 1004 (b)
o Boundaries of the Landmark site: The footprint of the 2926 - 2948 Redstone Building, located at the northeast
comer of 16th Street and Capp Street.

o Characteristics of the Landmark which justify its designation: Association with historic labor events of San
Francisco, particularly the events of the 1934 San Francisco General Strke.
o Description of the particular features which should be preserved: The exterior architectural features,

composition and materials (depending on availabilty today), paricularly the red brick masonr, concrete cornice, the
round arch tops with plaster keystone of the third floor windows and the decorative medallons between pairs of third
floor windows on the primary façades.

DESCRIPTION (Architectural)
This building is a steel frame rectangular brick masonry and concrete structure, three stories high with a parial mezzanine
at the first floor and a full basement with a deep, narrow lightwell on the north side. Designed by the prominent firm of
O'Brien and Werner, it was built with red common brick layed in English bond pattern on the south and west facades
which face 16th Street and Capp Streets respectively. The east and north walls are made of

has been painted.

board formed concrete which
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There is a break line in the 16th street façade separating the portion of the building west of the lightwell from the rest of
the structure. The larger, west end of the building was built in 1914 and had a symmetncal façade with 5 pairs of
windows across the front and the main entry in the center below the central pair of windows. The east end was added in
1939 and continued the pairs of windows and the bnck field with decorative bands to create a continuous façade.

The wide main entr on the 16th Street façade contains aluminum storefront double doors, sidelights and a transom
surounded by two levels of flat, unadorned concrete. The flat suround reaches to the underside of the second floor
windows. At the west and east ends of this elevation are lower height entries also with aluminum storefront doors and
transoms but with more decorative side moldings and projecting flat lintels overhead. The height of these entr openings

is midway of the first floor window line. All three entnes are directly off the sidewalk level which is mid way between
the first and basement floors. Adjacent to the east entr is an aluminum commercial storefront approximately 10 feet

wide with entry door and window.

Windows on the pnma facades at the first, mezzanine, second and third stones are all double hung wood sash, one over
one. All windows except those on the mezzanine have projecting concrete sils. The third floor windows have round arch
tops with a plaster keystone which may once have had a decorative motif, but which are now predominantly flat. All
other windows are simple rectangular shape. At the third floor there is a decorative medallon between each pair of
windows. Windows on all floors align.

locations including a rowlock-over-stretcher-over-soldier course directly over
the basement windows and two stacked rowlocks-over-stretcher-over-three-deep-basketweave-stretcher course directly
below the second story windows. There is a rectangular decorative pattern of bnck and plaster below the third floor
windows with square plaster tiles at the comers and a larger rotated plaster square in the center surrounded by herrngbone
bnck in the center with soldier and rowlock course at the edge from it. There is a continuous concrete cornice
Decorative bnck courses appear in several

approximately six courses from the top of the building which is approx. 2 feet deep. This cornice contains interwoven

geometric relief bands on both sides of a center pattern containing alternating circles; smaller circles with two levels of
relief, and larger circles with three levels. There is one bnck soldier course at the top of the parapet.

The west façade on Capp Street contains a utility entr on the far north side. This façade has seven equally spaced
windows (similar in size to the south façade) with a fire escape at the second windows from the north.
The east façade is visible from an adjacent parking lot. A building projection at the southeast comer of the building has a
windowless east face which contains a painted advertisement. There are three windows in the north face of this projection
which houses a stairwelL. The remainder of the façade has 4 pairs of windows aligned floor to floor. The second and third
floor pairs have steel casement windows with divided transoms and bottom panes. Below the south pair of windows are
similar ones at the mezzanine and first floors. Under the north three pairs at the first floor there are larger windows at the
auditonum within which are pairs of five light steel casements with a two light transom above each casement. The north
façade has unevenly spaced rectangular wood sash windows at the second and third floors with a fire escape and various
utilty ducts.

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
CRITERION A (Histonc events and patterns)
union
activity in San Francisco. There were over 130 member unions in the council at that time. The weekly union newspaper,

The Labor Temple was built in 1914 by the San Francisco Labor Council to be its new headquarters and a center of

The Labor Clarion, proclaimed it opened to the public February 26, 1915 with a first page article. The aricle heralded

this "splendid new home of the Labor Council" with its large auditorium and assembly hall, jinks halls, seven lodge halls,
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and 24 offices. It stated that "the opening of the new Labor Temple wil add new life to Sixteenth street, as it wil bnng
thousands of men and women daily into the district who formerly gathered in their headquarters and meetings elsewhere
in the city."
The May 1916 Union Directory shows 54 unions using this building for their meetings. The bakers and bakery wagon
drivers, the bindery women, blacksmiths, butchers, carriage and wagon workers, cigar makers, coopers, horseshoeers, ice
and milk wagon drivers, janitors, sail makers, and tailors all met at the Labor Temple. In the atmosphere of the times
when American capitalists had an almost religious fervor for business and offce buildings were built to resemble gothic
cathedrals (look at the Russ Building at 235 Montgomery, sometime), this building was designated as a haven from the
boss, and it was called The Labor Temple. It was the place where workers could come, away from the boss, and the boss'
culture. A place where workers could help each other understand the world through working eyes, with a working
sensibilty. It was the one place the boss couldn't come.

To faciltate this, the Labor Temple had pool and billard tables, as well as reading rooms, and on the south side of the
auditorium, a ladies parlor. On the second floor, the west hallway was the hospital, and the north hallway, the dentist's
offces. Medical care at prices workers could afford. In those days, a worker's union membership might be as important
as their church or synagogue membership, and the Labor Temple was the center of working class life in San Francisco.
Here workers had space for family gatherings, picnics, holiday parties, benefit dances, sports leagues, and theatrical
events. The seamstresses might have a dinner with the webpressmen, or the Women's Bindery Union might have a dance

with the plumbers. The San Francisco Labor Archives and Research Center has a dance card fromjust such an event
many years ago. The Labor Archives has an aricle from the Labor Clarion dated May 19, 1916 which reported that "...a
ball for the benefit of a disabled (laundry worker) ...was a financial success, more than $300 was raised." This was a
significant sum in a time when union machinists were striking to get $4.50 a day.
The most significant historical events at the Labor Temple took place in July 1934 when the longshoremen and maritime
workers led San Francisco workers in the momentous General Strike that changed the labor movement forever. The
waterfront workers lived on the fringes of society in conditions that, even for those times, were abominable. The
longshoremen had to pay for their jobs on the dock; the seafarers were little more than slaves on the ships. They wanted

no more than any worker wants: dignity on the job and off, justice, a living wage. They were willng to strike because
their conditions were so bad, and they had almost nothing to lose.
The longshoremen and seamen had been out on strike for about three months without much success, few other unions had
joined them in sympathy, but the strkers hung on. The shipping companies were determned to bring the strikers to their
knees and stop the strike. They had hired ared guards as well as San Francisco police to do their diry work. For several
days there had been fighting on Rincon Hil. On July 5, just outside of the strke kitchen at 113 Steuar, an unnamed
policeman fired into a crowd of longshoremen and their sympathizers, shooting several of them. Two died. The deaths of
Howard Sperry and Nick Bordoise stunned the public. This infamous day in San Francisco labor history became know as
" Bloody Thursday" and galvanized the rest of the unions to support the strggle.

The next day (July 6) was the regular Friday night session of the San Francisco Labor CounciL. The Council members
packed the auditorium in the Labor Temple; hundreds more spectators jammed the halls and overfowed onto 16th Street.
A growing demand for a general strike was on the minds of the rank and fie members. Fourteen unions had already taken
action
supporting a general strike and others were planning action. Har Bridges was in attendance and asked for
immediate action on an International Longshoreman's Association (llA) resolution underscoring its position that the
question of union hiring halls "cannot possibly be submitted to arbitration." The resolution was approved without dissent
as was a second resolution condemning Governor Merriam for callng out the state militia. This resolution urged a peace
based on 'simple justice and not militar force." At this meeting the S.P. Labor Council set up a Strike Strategy

Commttee to, in the words of the llA Strike Bulletin, "make plans of a strke that wil stop every industr in the city."
The bulletin noted, too, that the council had endorsed the llA's refusal to arbitrate the closed shop. Bridges declared,
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"This is no longer the llA's fight alone. Thursday's bloody rioting has crystallzed labor's attention on the conditions
under which the llA works and labor is demanding concerted action. The Labor Council is definitely behind the marine
stnke. "

the two slain unionists walked down Market Street. Estimates range
On July 9, a funeral procession beanng the bodies of
from 15,000 to 50,00 in the procession. Thousands more lined the sidewalks. Feanng that sight of police on the streets
would incite workers further, City Hall agreed that the stnkers would be in charge of crowd control. There was no
talking, no sound except a quiet funeral dirge, and the tramp of feet, but the air was electric with that sound. Their deaths

- and that march - forged the solidarity that became the West Coast General Stnke. The mach ended at 17th and
Valencia at the mortuary, just two blocks away from the Labor Temple. No doubt many moumers walked over to the
Temple afterward to be together, to tr to make some sense of what was happening and to decide what to do next.
unions, including the Teamsters, had already decided to stnke by July 12, the Labor Council's
Stnke Commttee had not yet formlly acted. It was in the auditonum of the Labor Temple where the vote was taken that
sent the 175 unions of the SF Labor Council out on stnke in support of the Longshoremen and Seafarers. The new
General Stnke Commttee had already written up the motion. You would recognize many of the names on that stnke
commttee: Jack Shelly, A. Nonega, Mike Casey, and of course, Har Bridges. The strike vote meeting was held on
Saturday, July 14, with the stnke to commence on Monday, July 16, at 8 am. The S.F. Chronicle of July 15 reported the
stnke decision inside the Labor Temple in a colodul descnption: "Amid scenes of wildest conditions, with hundreds of
delegates shouting and scores of others in a condition approaching hystena, labor made the most momentous decision in
many years. Throngs mulled about the Labor Temple at Sixteenth and Capp streets during four hours..." Finally, a hod
Although a number of

carrer by the name of Joe Murphy made the motion.

The historic San Francisco General Stnke went on four days, ending July 19, 1934. The stnke was a success, opening the
way to end the longshoremen's and maritime workers' stnkes but extending beyond their demands to change the
relationship between worker and boss forever. The maritime workers won the most contested issue, hiring halls with a
union selected job dispatcher. Longshoremen won a six-hour day and 30-hour workweek while seamen won an eighthour day. The solidanty with their brothers on the docks shown by the General Strike in San Francisco was heard around
Amenca in the midst of the Great Depression. Labor histonan David Selvin called it a "new day" when workers acted
from a new awareness of common grievances and common purose, a newly recognized class identity that inspired
workers nationwide.

As unions got larger, stronger and more numerous, the Labor Temple expanded to meet the need, and in 1939 the building
got an addition, reaching its current size with room for 40 union offces. But as times changed, the culture changed. The
very moment that seemed to presage a golden age for unions was simultaneously sowing the seeds of disaster for the
Labor Temple. As unions got ncher, it became fashionable for them to build their own - separate - union hall. In the
'50's, offces in the Labor Temple went vacant and even though the Labor Council renovated it in 1959, the building had

become a financial drain. With only 10 unions stil in residence, the Labor Temple was sold in 1968 to repay bank loans
and other bils. Although the new owners renamed the building the Redstone, most old timers in San Francisco stil
remember it as the Labor Temple.

The labor history within the Redstone Building wil always be present thanks to a few San Francisco arists. In 1997 the
Clanon Alley Mural Project, named for the Labor Clarion Newspaper, spent six months doing research which culminated
in the murals seen in the lobby and first floor of the Labor Temple/Redstone Building. Muralist Aaron Noble led the
project which includes some of the finest labor murals in San Francisco. Susan Greene's mural over the elevator on the
ground floor celebrates the Bindery Women's union founded in 1902. Going up the stairs and into the main hall you'll see
the 1948 Emporium strike by the saleswomen of Local 1100, and the Chinese women's garment workers strike in 1938,
marking their entrance into organized labor in San Francisco.
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In the main portion of the first floor is the dramatic depiction by Aaron Noble of Dow Wilson throwing out the corrpt
Secretar of the Painter's union in 1966. Unfortunately that wasn't the end of the story: next to Dow is the newspaper

article, dated Apnl 5, reporting Dow's murder just around the comer on South Van Ness days later. The inside front wall
honors the onginal Native Amencan inhabitants of this area, the Ohlones, with a bone haroon tip being uncovered by a

construction worker as he digs the foundation of this building. You know he was a union worker.
The most prominent labor mural as you walk by on the street is in the main entrance to the building painted by ilustrator
and muralist Chuck Sperr. It depicts scenes from the 1934 General Stnke descnbed above, paricularly the stnke vote
meeting. Har Bridges and other members of the Strike Commttee are there as well as workers whose names we'll
never know. An inset reproduces a picture ofthe two men shot at Steuart and Mission Streets on Bloody Thursday. This
mural brings you back immediately to that day in July 1934 when a few hundred workers made labor history at the
building they called the Labor Temple.

REFERENCES
A Terrble Anger: The 1934 Waterfont and General Strkes in San Francisco, David F. Selvin (1996).
The 1934 San Francisco Wateifront & General Strikes, Context Statement, adopted by the San Francisco
Landmaks Preservation Advisory Board May 16, 2ooL.

Archie Green for deep background filled with the minute details of the labor movement that makes it live, and
Susan Sherwood of the Labor Archives who shared her extensive knowledge and matenals.
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Page -L of £ *Resource Name or #: (Assigned by recorder) Reds tone Bui lding
P1. Other Identifer: Labor Temple
* P2. Location: 0 Not for Publication Ø(' Unrestcted

*a. County San Francisco and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necesary,)

*b. USGS7.5'Quad S.F. North Dat 1995 T;R, Y.of Y.ofSec, 8.M.

c. Address 2940 16th Street Cit San Fra~seO Zip 94iO3d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone _, mE! mN

e. Other Locional Dat: (e.g., parcel #, direcions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate)
Block: 3553; Lot: 014
*P3a Description: (Descbe resurce and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alteraions, size, setting, and boundaries)

Ths buidig is a steel fre rectagular brick masonr and concrete stctu. the stories high with a paral meze at the first floor and a
full basment with a dee, naow lightwell on the nort side. Designed by the promient finn of

O'Brien and Werner, it was built with red
conuon brick layed in English bond pater on the south and west facades which face 16th Stret and Capp Streets respectively. The east and
nort walls are made of
board fonned concrete whch has been pated. (Continued)

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) C-M-ommercial Building
*P4. Resources Present:liSuilding DStructure DObjec DSite DDistrict DElement of District DOther (Isolates, etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (view, date,
1 accession #)

View of front of building on 16" SI. and
westside on Capp SI.

_ 8-202
.. Source: lHistoric D Prehistoric

D Both
, " Constructed in 1914, Filed Buildina

J. *P6. Date
Constucted/Age
and
" PermitContrac
Notice:
Jan. 1914
-:~.~ .~ Charles Hall Paae & Asso, fnc
. ., ~ .'l..- _.: *P7. Owner and Address:

,~. ., - Danya Records Limi ted

~,d~ ; : Profit Sharing Trust &

'~ David and Sandi Lucchesi
""I."~
.J 2170
Avenue,
: " 11 eAPP
SuiteCommerce
S

. -~ ~ Concord, CA 94520

. or *P8. Recorded by: (Name, affliation, and

address)

Betty Traynor, Redstone
Tenants Association
2940 16th St. #314

SF, CA 94103

*P9. Date Recorded: 8-21-02

*P10.SurveyType: (Describe) Local (San Francisco) Landmark Designation
*P11. Repo Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter "none.") None
*Attachments: DNONE DLocation Map IJContinuation Sheet ~uilding, Structure, and Objec Recrd
OArchaeological Recrd DDistrict Recrd DLinear Feaure Record DMillng Station Record DRock Art Record

OArtifac Record DPhotograph Recrd KJ Other (List): Context Statement
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Page ~ of 5 *Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder) Redstone. Building
81. Historic Name: Labor Temple

82. Common Name: Redstone Building

83. Original Use: Labor hall and offices

84. Present Use: Office, commercial, art spaces, theaters
*85. Arhitural Stye: Office
*86. Constuction Histor: (Construion date, alterations, and date of alterations)
Built in 1914, east wing added in 1939.

*87. Move? ørNo Dyes DUnknown Dat:

Onginal Location:

*88. Relat Feature: NA

89a. Archiec: 0' Brien and Werner b. 8uilder:

*810. Significance: Theme Labor History Area: San Francisco
Perod of

Signifcance 1914-1934 (Primary) Propert Typ: Office/Commercial

Applicable Criera: ~ (Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic
scope. Also address integri.)

The Labor Temple was bult in 1914 by the San Fracisco Labor Council to be its new headquarers and a center of union activity
in Sa Fracisco. There were over 130 member unons in the council at tht time. The weekly union newspaper, The Labor
Clarion, proclaimed it opened to the public Febru 26, 1915 with a fist page arcle. The arcle heraded ths "splendid new
home of the Labor Council" with its large auditorium and assembly hall, jin halls, seen lodge halls, and 24 offces. It stted
tht "the openig of

the new Labor Temple will add new life to Sixteenth steet, as it will brg thousds of men and women

daily into the distct who fonnerly gathered in their headquers and meetings elsewhere in the city." (Cont.)

811. Additional Resource

Attributes: (Listallributes

and

codes) C-M -- Commercial Building

*812. Refnces: A Terrble Anaer: The 1934 Waterfront and General

Strike in San Francisco, David F. Selvin (1996) and The 1934 San

Francisco Waterlnt and Generl Strikes, Context Staement, adopted by
The SF Landmarks Advisory 8oard, May 16, 2001, plus labor historian
Archie Green and labor librarian Susan Sherwd.

(Sketch Map with north arrow required.)

813. Remarks: Today the exterior of the building looks much the same
as it appeared when built in 1914 with the addition of 1939.

N

r

*814. Evaluator:

.!/a ~ f' 'S ~.

*Date of Evaluation:

(This space reserved for official comments.)
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PJa (Continued)
Th\:re is a bæak line in the 1611 street façad\: separating the portion of th\: buidig west of the lightwell from the rest of the strctue. 'Ill\:

larger, west end of the buildig was built in 1914 and had a symmetrcal façade with 5 pai of windows across th\: lront and th\: mai entry in
the c\:nter below the central pair of widows. The east \:nd was added in 1939 and continued the pai of windows and the brck field with
decorative bands to create a continuous façade.

The wide mai entr on the 1611 Street façade contains alwnum storefront doubl\: doors, sidelights and a tranom suounded by two levels of
flat, unadorned concrete. The flat slJound reaches to the undeside of
the second floor widows. At the west and east ends of
ths el\:vation
are lower height l:tres also with alwnum storefront doors and trsoms but with more decorative sid\: moldings and projectig flat lintels
overhead. The height of

these entr opegs is midway of

the firs floor widow lie. Al thee entres are diectly otTthe sidewal level

which is mid way between the first and bament floors. Adjacent to the east entr is an alwnum commercial storefront approxiately 10 feet

wide with entr door and widow.
Windows on the prmar facades at the fist mez\:, second an thd stories are al double hung woo sash, one over one. All windows

except those on the mezzan\: have projecting concrete sills. The thd floor windows have round arch tops with a plaster keystone whch may
once have had a decorative motif, but whch are now predomitly flat. Al other widows are simpl\: rectagular shape. At the thd floor
there is a decorative medllon beteen each pair of

widows. Windows on all floors align.

Decorative brck courses appe in several locations includig a rowlock-over-strtcher-over-soldier course directly over the baseent windows
and two stacked rowlocks-over-stretcher-over-thee..p-basketweave-stretcher course directly below th\: second story windows. There is a

æctanguar decorative pattern of brick and plaster below the thd Hoor windows with squaæ plaster tili: at the comers and a larg\:r rotated
plaster squae in the center slJunded by herngbone brick in the center with soldier and rowlock course at th\: edge from it. There is a
continuous concrete cornce approxiately six courses from the top of the buidig which is approx. 2 fed dee. 11s cornice contains

interwoven geometrc reliefbads on both sides of a Cl:ter pattern contairg alteratig circli:; smaller circles with two levels of relii:, and
larger circles with thee levels. There is one brick soldia course at the top of the parapet.

The west façade on Capp Street conta a utility \:ntr on the far nort side. 11s façade has seven equaly spaced widows (similar in size to
th\: south façade) with a fie escape at the second widows from the nort
Th\: east façade is visibl\: from an adjacent parking lot. A buildig projection at the southeast comer of the building ha a \Vindowless east lac\:
which contains a paited adv\:rtsement. There are thn:e windows in the nort face of ths projection which housi: a stairwelL. The remainder
of

the taçade has 4 pai of

widows aligned floor to floor. The second and thd !loor pai have steel casement windows with divided tranoms

and bottom pan\:s. Below the south pai of widows ar similar ones at the meze and first floors. Unde the nort the pais at the first

floor there ar larger windows at the auditorium withn whch are pair of five light steel casements with a two light tranom abov\: each
rectagular woo sash widows at the second and thd Hoors with a tire escape and varous

casement. The nort façade ha uneveiy spaced

utility ducts.

810 Significance (Continued)
The May i 916 Union Directory shows 54 uions using th buildi tor th\:ir meetings. The baker and baki: wagon drivers, the binder\!
woml:, blacksmith, butchers, carage and wagon workers, cigar maker, coop\:rs, horseshoet."ls, ice and milk wagon drivers, janitors, sal
makers, and taiors all md at the Labor Temple. In the atmosphere of the times when Ain\:rican capitalists had an almost religious tenor tor
business and offce buidigs wee buit to resemble gothic cathedrs (look at the Russ Buiding at 235 Montgom\:ry, sometime), this building

was d\:signated as a haven from the boss, and it was called The Labor Temple. It was the place whae workers could come, away trom th\: hoss,

and the boss' cultue. A place where worker could help each otha understd the world though workig ey\:s, with a workig sesibilit\!. It
was the one place the boss couldn't come.

To facilitate ths, the Labor T \:mple had pol and billiard tables, as well as reading rooms, and on the south side of the auditoriwn a ladi\:s
parlor. On the second noor, the west hallway was the hospita, and the nort hallway, the dl:tist's offces. Medical care at prces workers
could atford. In those days, a workers uion membership might be as important as their church or s)'agogue m\:mbership, and the Labor

Teniple was the center of workig clas life in San Francisco. Hae work\:rs had space tor famly gathergs, picnics, holiday parties, beetit
daces, sport leagues, and theatrcal events. The seamstesses might have a dinner \Vith the webpressmen, or the Women's Bindi: Union

might have a dace with the plumbe. The San Francisco Labor Archives and Research Center has a dace card trom just such an \:Vl:t many
years ago. The Labor Archives has an aricle from the Labor C/arimi dated May 19, 1916 which reported that

"...a ball tor tlie ben\:fil of a

disabled (laundr work\:r) ...was a financial success, more than $300 was raised." 11s wa~ a significat sum in a time when union machinists
were strng to get $4.50 a day. (Continued)
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B10 Significance (Continued)
The most signficat historical events at the Labor Temple took plac in July 1934 when the longshoremen and matie workers led San

Francisco workers in the momentous Geeral Stre tht chaged the labor movement forever. The waterfront workers lived on the frges of
society in conditions that, even for those ties, wer abomiable. The longshoremen had to pay for thei jobs on the dock; the seafarers were
litte more th slaves on the ships. They wated no more th any worker wats: dignty on the job and off, justice, a living wage. They were
willing to ste becaus thei conditions were so bad, an they had almost nothg to lose.

The longshoremen and seen had be out on stre for about thee month without much success, few other unons had joined them in

sympathy, but the st hung on. The shipp compares wer detenned to brg the sters to their knees and stop the ste. They had
hid ared guds as well as Sa Fracisco police to do thei di work. For sever days there had been fightig on Rincon Hill. On July 5,

jus outsde of the ste kitchen at i i 3 Steua an uned policem fir into a crowd of longshoremen and thei sypaths, shootig
severa of them. Two died The deaths of Howard Spe and Nick Bordoise stued the public. Ths inamous day in San Francisco labor
the unons to supprt the strggle.

history became know as" Blooy Thursday" and galvaned th res of

The next day (July 6) was the reguar Friday night session of the Sa Francisco Labor CounciL. The Council membe packed the auditoriwn in
the Labor Temple; hundrds more spetators janed the hals and overflowed onto 16iJ Street A growig demand for a general stre was on

the mids of the ran and fie membe. Foureen unons ha aleady taen action supprting a generl ste and others wer plang action.
Har Bridges wa in attdace and ased for inedate action on an intemtional Longshoreman's Association (!LA) resolution undescorig
its position tht the queston of unon hig hals "caiot possibly be submtted to aritrtion." The resolution was approved without dissent as

was a second resolut.ion condeg Goveror Merram for calling out the state militia. Ths resolution urged a pece ba on . simple Justice
and not milita force." At ths meeg the S.F. Labor Council set up a Stre Strtegy Commttee to, in the word" of

the !LA Stre Bulleti,

"make plan of a ste tht will stop ever industr in the city." The buletin note, too, tht the council had endorsed the ILA' s refu to
arbitrate the close shop. Bridges declard, "Ths is no longer the !LA's fight alone. Thurday's blooy rioting has crystalied labor's attention
on the conditions under which the ILA works and labor is demding conceed action. The Labor Cowicil is definitely behid the mare

stre. "
On July 9, a funerl procession beng the boes of

the two slai unionists waled do\'ff Market Street. Estiates range from i 5,000 to 50,000

in the procession. TIlOusands more lined the sidewals. Fearng tht sight of

police on the strcts would incite workers furer, City Hall agreed

that the strer would be in charge of crowd control. There was no talkg, no sound except a quiet fuera dige, and the trp of feet, but the

ai was electrc with that sound. Their death - and that mach - forged the solidaty tht beame the West Coast General Stre. The march

ended at 17iJ and Valencia at the mort, just two blocks away from the Labor Temple. No doubt may mourers waled over to the Temple
afterd to be together, to tr to make some sese of what wa hapg and to decide what to do nex.

Although a nwnber of unons, includig the Teamters, had already decided to stre by July 12, the Labor Council's Strike Commttee had not

yet formally acted. It was in the auditoriwn of the Labor Temple where the vote was taken that sent the 175 unons of the SF Labor Council out

on strke in support of the Longshoremen and Seafarers. The new Geer Stre Conuittee had already \\tten up the motion. You would
recognize many of the names on tht ste commttee: Jack Shelly, A. Noriega, Mie Casey, and of course, Har Bridges. The ste vote

meetig was held on Satuday, July 14, with the ste to conuence on Monday, July 16, at 8 am. The s.F. Chronicle of July 15 reported the
stre decision inside the Labor Temple in a colorfl description: "Amd scenes of wildest conditions, with hundrds of delegates shouting and

scores of other in a condition appoachig hystera, labor made the most momentous decision in many yeas. 'Thongs mulled about the Labor

Temple at Sixteeth and Capp stts durg four hours..." Finally, a hod carer by the nae of Joe Murhy made the motion.
The historic San Francisco Geer Stre went on four days, ending July 19, 1934. The stre was a success, opeg the way to end the

longshoremen's and martie workers' stres but extending beyond their demands to change the relationship between worker and boss forever.
The matime worker won the most contested issue, hig halls with a unon selected job dispatcher. Longshoremen won a six-hour day and
3D-hour workweek whle seen won an eight-hour day. The solidaty with their brothers on the docks shown by the General Strke in San
Francisco was heard around Amerca in the mids of the Great Deession. Labor historian David Selvin called it a "new day" when workers
acted from a new awareness of conuon grevances and conuon purose, a newly recognized class identity that inspired workers nationwide.

(Continued)
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BI0 Significance (Continued)
As Wlions got larger, stronger and more nwnerous, the Labor Temple expde to meet the need, and in i 939 the building got an addition,
reaching its curent size with room for 40 wúon offces. But as ties chaged, the cultue changed. The ver moment that seemed to presge a
golden age for wúons was siultaeously sowig the seds of disaer for the Labor Temple. As unions got richer, it became fashionable for

them to build their own - searate -lUon hall. In the '50's, offces in the Labor Temple went vacat and even though the Labor Council
renovated it in 1959, the buidig had become a financial drai. With Oiuy io lUOns still in

residence, the Labor Temple was sold in 1968 to

repay ban loans and other bills. Although the new owners rened the buildig the Redone, most old timers in San Francisco still remembe
it as the Labor Temple.

The labor history with the Redone Buidig wil always be preset th to a few Sa Francisco arts. In 1997 the Claron Alley Murl
Project, naed for the Labor Claron Newspe, spt six month doing reseah whch culmated in the murals seen in the lobby and first
floor of

the Labor Temple/edone Buidig. Murst Aaon Nobles led the project which includes soe of

the finest labor murals in San

Francisco. Susa Greee's mural over the elevator on the groWld floor celebrates the Binde Women's lUon founded in 1902. Going up the
sta and into the mai hal you'll se the 1948 Emporiwn stre by the saesomen of

Local 1100, and the Chinese women's ganent workers

stre in 1938, markig thei entrce into organed labor in San Fracisco.
In the mai porton of

the lobby is the dramatic depiction by Aaron Noble ofÐÐw Wilson thwig out the c"orrpt Secreta of

the Paiters

lUon in 1966. Unfortely that wasn't the end of th story: next to Dow is the newspe arcle, dated AprlS, reprting Dow's murder just
aroWld the corner on Sout Van Ness days later. The inide front wall honors the origin Native Amerca inabitats of ths area, the

Ohlones, \\ith a bone haoon tip being uncovered by a constrction worker as he digs the foundation of this buiding. You know he was a
unon worker.

The most promient labor mural as you walk by on the stet is in the man entrance to the buiding paited by illusttor and muralist Chuck
Spe. It depicts sces from the 1934 Geerl Stre describe above, paricularly the ste vote meeting. Har Bridges and other membe
of the Stre Commttee are there as well as workers whose naes we'll never know. An in repoduces a pictue of the two men shot at
Steua and Mission Streets on Blooy Thursdy. Ths mur brgs you back imediately to that day in July 1934 when a few hundred workers
made labor history at the buidig they called the Labor Temple.
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To!Whom!It!May!Concern:!

!!
I!have!known!The!Lab!since!I!was!a!high!school!student!growing!up!in!the!Bay!Area.!I!
distinctly!remember!seeing!a!photography!show!capturing!the!Bay!Area!punk!scene!
curated!by!V.Vale.!Almost!fifteen!years!later,!I!still!frequent!this!vital!and!groundbreaking!
art!space!for!their!many!events,!exhibitions,!and!activities.!I!am!continually!interested!in!
how!it!provides!a!space!in!San!Francisco!for!artists!working!outside!traditional!
boundaries.!The!Lab!was!founded!in!1984!as!a!site!for!interdisciplinary!artistic!production.!
Ever!since,!it!has!been!a!crucial!part!of!the!community,!providing!early!opportunities!for!
emerging!and!established!artists.!
!!
In!the!past!year!alone,!652!individual!donors!have!contributed!to!The!Lab's!revival,!and!
over!4K!attendees!have!attended!its!more!than!35!exhibitions!and!events.!The!Lab's!
director,!Dena!Beard,!is!working!to!help!the!space!continue!presenting!experimental!sound!
work,!dance!performances,!visual!art,!and!literary!projects!that!are!open!to!a!wide!and!
diverse!public!from!our!local!community.!Recently,!it!has!hosted!performances!by!world!
groundbreaking!international!artists!like!Charlemagne!Palestine,!Arnold!Dreyblatt,!
Bill!Nace,!Girma!Yifrashewa,!Brian!Catling,!Marcus!Schmickler,!and!John!Wiese,!alongside!
local!artists!like!Jacqueline!Gordon,!Desiree!Holman,!Holly!Herndon,!Bill!Orcutt,!Norma!
Cole,!Peaches!Christ,!Jello!Biafra,!and!V.!Vale.!!
!!
I!am!dedicated!to!ensuring!that!The!Lab!continues!to!renew!the!energy!and!relevance!of!
San!Francisco's!cultural!landscape!for!the!next!generation.!As!a!member!of!the!Lab,!I’m!
thrilled!to!see!how!much!they’ve!grown!over!the!past!year,!and!I!hope!to!see!them!continue!
for!many!to!come.!Please!accept!this!as!indication!of!my!full!support!for!The!Lab!as!a!non^
profit!experimental!art!space.!It!plays!a!vital!role!in!San!Francisco’s!cultural!
landscape.!Please!feel!free!to!contact!me!at!415^978^2710!x248!or!Dena!Beard,!Executive!
Director!of!The!Lab,!at!801^861^8490,!if!you!require!additional!information.!
!!
Sincerely,!
!!
Ceci!Moss,!Assistant!Curator!of!Visual!Art!

!

